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of four years, earning a they lack discretion. There is a good deal history are true. For such facts we have
This, of indiscrimination and haphazardness only ordinary historical evidence; for the
accident of a serious nature had occurred to orphanages, but devote themselves wholly dollar a week at stripping tobacco!
Mr.
Brace
says,
was
“‘the
youngest
child about their work. They neither study bu- truth of Christ's miracles, and especially
any one of them, He was obliged to the to evangelistic work. The number of miswe
saw
employed
in
the
tobacco
factories.”
man nature, nor observe the laws of mind. of his resurrection, we have the evidence
Midland Railroad Company for the readi- sionaries in worthern Orissa, or Lower
astonish- of all the faets of history from his day to
ness with "which ‘they fellin with' his 'ar- Bengal, whom the Freewill Baptists main- I 'shouldn’t wonder if it was. As for And yet their failure is 4 great
not we the present. The actual state of the world
did
say,
They
.
that
weekly
dollar,
blood
money
must
be
themselves
to
ment
rangements, and regretted the absence of tain, is singularly below their means and
work and the existence of the church necessiwe
didn’t
truth—and
the
employ
nice
in
comparison
with
it.
“In
artificial
Mr. Allport, the général manager, through power, Three (imés as numerous as genwork well. tated the admission of these facts to which’
didn’t
you
but
Exactly!
flowers,
12,000
*‘pale
and
sickly
girls”
are
hard?
eral
Baptists
in
England,
there
ought
to
be
illness. . Mr. Allport has visited America,
in breaking hearts, as well God himself bore witness of old by signs,
and is importing for the Midland line spec- no difficulty in maintaining an equal num- employed, two thirds of them under twelve There is method
There is a way not and wonders, and divers miracles, as he
stones.
breaking
in
as
years
of
age,
and
many
only
five
to
seven
imens of the famous American sleeping ber of men in the field. Five or six male
todo it. In win- does still in a manner absolutely irresistiway
a
as
:
to do it, as well
missionaries, and a like number of female years!

arrangements

cars.
each,
costs
£500.
Alton

1t is said they are to cost £5,000
while a first-class railway carriage
the company. in making but dbout
The ‘ Educational Party” visited
Towers, the seat of the Earl of Shrews-

bury ‘and Talbot, on the following day, and
then started for London and the continent.
There have.:been two books published
lately on Indian subjects, which American
Freewill Baptists should read. . Not having
seen

any references

AUGUST

SL

Prayer.

—

Once, in my boyhood’s gladsome day,

books are

Yet, awe-struck,solemnly I felt

the north of Orissa; and a generous

literature and good government.

And reverently I turned away

ter is a servant of the Indian Government,
eminent in position, of careful and painstaking habits of investigation, of considerable literary reputation, and apparently a
broad churchman. He says of Mission work
generally, * No impartial observer can learn
for himself the interior details of our mis-

— Thomas Mac Kellar.
lp AP

English Correspondence.
Dersy, ENGLAND, July 14, 1873.
The Education Party ® which the Siar
received to-day, reports as ‘‘ on the wave,”
visited Derby last week. Before your announcement ef the reception to be given in
this town to our guests could reach me, the
reception had taken place with all the honors. It was one of the most interesting
gatherings Derby bas witnessed. The party
arrived by special train shortly after seven
o'clock. A banquet had been provided iu
the large shaveholders’-room, lent for the
occasion by the Directors of the Midland
Railway Company. Conspicuous from its
position among the decorations of the room
was a large-American flag, jealously watched

gudeded by ‘Union Jacks? on each
Shrubs, flowers, trophies, festoons of

colored cloth gave to the room a gay and
animated appearance. The banquet was
highly appreciated ; the band of the Derby
Rifle Corps played ‘‘ God save the Queen ”
and ** Yankee Doodle ;” the Mayor of Derby
and a select party of friends joined the tired
and travel-stained *“ American cousins” at
the feast; and, after the banquet was over,
the customary toasts afforded the opportunity for speech-making. Very much that

was said

about

the

Queen of England, the President of the
United States, the Mayor of Derby, our
American visitors, and Mr. Thomas Cook—
all of whom were duly toasted. Col. Mason
in reply said he was overwhelmed by ‘the
generosity and hospitality of England. He
had used strong words about Englishmen,
but he would retract what he had said now
he knew more about them. England and

America were really one and had but one
interest. Mr. Jones, of Pittsburg, Pa., had
always cherished, he %aid, a good opinion

of the English, and had taught his scholars
to have that opinion also, and now he was
than

ever

convinced

Professor Richardson,
Virginia, said

he

he was

of some

had always

in

India,

to

whatever

tle bright spots” in Orissa

‘‘ within the cir-

cle of missionary influence; ” he speaks of
the missionaries as ‘‘ the pioneers of education,” as introducing into Orissa ‘‘ a new

right.

college in
been

The princi-

Twa or three hold respect-

able positions«in the government service,
and the main body of them are industrious
mechanics or peasants. They have an im-

But God has kept me, and I feel
He heard her when she prayed.

more

settlement

other districts.

In silence from the spot.
An orphaned wanderer, fiir from home,
In after time I strayed;

complimentary

Mr. Hun»

pal one is at Balasore, and counts 154 native converts, whose social status seems to
be better than thatof native Christians in

My mcther, all entranced in prayer,
My presence heeded not;

was

recog-

nition of the services rendered by the wissionaries to education, to philanthropy, to

Dover, New Hampshire, U. 8.

T stood on holy ground.

side.”

and

‘an immense amount of indireet good.”
He says of your own mission: ‘ There are
two settlements of Christian missionaries
belonging to the Freewill Baptists from

Her hands were clasped in fervency,
Her lips gave forth no sound;

and

*‘ Annals of Rural Bengal,”

¢ Orissa,” by W. W. Hunter. In the first
is an account of the Santals, and a quotation
from Dr. Phillips's Santali grammar. Inthe
second is an interesting summary of work
done by the missionaries in the south and in

culture and a new litgrature,”—and as doing

My spirits light as air,
1 wandered to a lonely room,
Where mother knelt in prayer.

bind

them in the. Star,

form of Christianity it belongs, withouta
feeling of indignation against the tone
which some men of letters adopt towards
Christian missions.” He speaks of the ‘ lit-

6, 1873.

My Mother Knelt in

to

save such as I have made myself, I venture
to add a few words more about them. The

sionary

WEDNESDAY,

since 1841, and not a single

accus-

portant out-station

at Santipur, near Jales-

war, ‘With 85 native Christians engaged in
agriculture; and an interesting Christian
village at Mitrapur in the Nilgiri Tributary
State, consisting of thirty-one persons. They
are all sniall husbandmen and well-to-do.
There are also two promising schools of
orphan children, rescued from the famine of

1866, and containing 112 Christian children.” Mr. Hunter's idea of the prospects

of Christian mission workT¥ not of the most
flattering and sanguine character. But it
is not untavorable. He says: ‘ Missionary
efforts have made but little progress in actually converting the people.” *‘ The strong
attachment of the Hindus to their ancient
rites in Balasore, as elsewhere throughout
Orissa, affords small prospect of conversions

on a large

scale.”

*‘ Education

has

made

havoc of anclent faith; and the most ortho-

dox of the rising generation only abstain
from open skepticism. It may be that the

Hindus are entering that dark valley of unbelief which stretches between every old
religion of a noble type and Christianity.
The lamps by which their fathers walked
during so many ages have burned out, and
the more perfect light of the coming day
has not yet dawned.”
But our great indebtedness to Dr, Hunter
is not on account of the modicum of praise
or encouragement in mission work he allows
himself to give us. This is but a small
matter. The service he renders is chiefly
in throwing open Orissa in its history, religion, and life to the whole reading world.
After the study of his two volumes upon
the ‘ vicissitudes of an Indian Province
under native and British Rule,” one feels

that Orissa_is a familiar country; one sees
its purple hills, its great and passionate
rivers, its rich, luxurious jungles, its multitudinous temples and shrines, its ricefields, and mango-groves, and .sea-made
shore ; and one watehes with him the motly
stream of pilgrims tha crosses the Cuttack
bridge and throngs the road to Poori, where
Juggernaut, the Lord of the world, rears
his ancient pagoda. Especially one has a
new interest in the tribes that people the
Tributary States. The Khand, as described
in the second volume of *¢ Orissa,” and the

tomed to style everything genuine, English.
As a boy he prized a knife that bore the in- ‘Santal, as sketched: in the ‘¢ Annals of Rural
Bengal,” are unusually interesting and atscription,
i
tractive studies,
Our missionary efforts
Iam Sheffield made,
They are
Both haft and blade,
“U
i must be directed to these tribes.
Everything in England was of the best fresh children of nature, ‘They have not
kind, even the hospitality.

They never .ex-

the craft and subtlety of the Hindu, nor his
supple and cringing temper.
They are
frank, bold, home-loving, of fierce’ and yet

pected to receive so cordial a welcome in
Scotland and BEpgland. Mrs. Nelson, of
Texa§, spoke ‘of herself as representing of noble and, hospitable disposition, The
colored schools, and expressed great joy in greatest successes of missionary toil, during
the weleon¥é given to her, and in every in- the past year in Bengal, have been amon
dication

of sympathy for missionary work

she found among English people. Mr.
‘Thomas Cook, who is a native of Derby+ shire, and a descendant

of an

old

general

Baptist minister, said how thankful he was
to God for the safety of his tourists, Three
willions of people* had traveled under his

the Santals. - One never can cee se to mourn

over John Orissa Goadby’s grave, since he,
in God's providence, had ‘ consecrated himself to special work among the Khands.
The Freewill Baptist churches will do well
go to sustain their mission that one or two
laborers may always be among the Santals,

and

may not be

by schools or Think ofa baby

hampered

missionaries it should be easy to find and

send and support. The number is sadly
reduced now. Dr. Baclieler should not return alone. One or two young men should
accompany him. Neither English General
Baptists nor American Freewill Baptists
should rest ‘till the gospel is preached and
churches are planted throughout all Lower

The little tobacco slaves earn their parents

and

proprietors four or five dollars a week,

sometimes, at twelve years of age.

Some

nitig souls, there is a precept

little girls only eight years old bring home
$3 a week! In ten paperbox factories, employing 10,000 children, the little wretches
work all day and then have to bring home
work to do in the evening. As all this is ever hardly dealt,do the work on these clear,
Bengal, and throughout all Orissa,—from piece-work there is no ‘evading the exac- hard stones, blasted from a solid rock. Intion of the “full tale” which the dread of deed, I have never seen it done without
the mountains of Morbhanj, the seat of
cruel. punishment can wring
from the many blows. The sledges are very heavy,
clouds, to Chilka's changing lake; from
weary little hands. As an illustration of and the weather sweltering hot, and the
Balasore, the ocean-born, to the wild hills
the intensity with which these little hands ‘blaws apparently wholly ineffective, and
of Boad.
THOMAS GOADBY.
are driven—something quite inconceivable yet] they go on with exemplary patience and
NE
qe dh AE
in rapidity to those who have not witness- with an unyielding determination. I stood
New York Correspondence.
ed it, we are told' that an expert girl will | d counted them once—ten, twenty, thirpaper 22 gross, 3,168 packages, of chewing ty, and the bolder seemed just as sound as
\
New York, July 29, 1873.
tobacco in a day of ten ‘hours. This is ever. Thirty-nine. No visible effect, save
|
over five per minute, “‘including stops!” the production of an external sear.—Forty,
NEW YORK CHURCHES IN SUMMER.
Some discussion has been excited by a A girl can count and box 18,000 collars a and the stone was rifted in twain as though
sharp remark in one of the daily papers day. Making necessary allowance for delays, it had been as brittle as glass.—That hard
upon the closing of the churches of the city her rate of full speed must be not 163s than blow did it, you will say. The last blow
Trust the in- did not do it. The first blow was just as
in summer. It is my impression that this three dozens per minute.
human
parents
of.
these
children
to whip needful as the last, as was the case with
custom is less freely indulged by churches
them
up
to
all
they
can
do.
This
admira- every succeeding, one,—each tending to
than formerly. I hear of very few .churchy. to the
es.closed,and these are mostly of the extra ble, lightning-like dexterity is like the weaken the line of rift preparator
;
result.
final
wonderful
feats
of
the
infant
phenomenon
fashionable order which are not much
“Let us not be weary in well doing! for
missed for religious purposes. Their prop- in the circus: forced by the terror of pitier congregations are entirely out of town less beating which compels tender child- in due season we shall reap, if we faint not.”
Herein lies the condition of success, work==
—in fact, vould not be seen in town after hood to anything conceivable.
The
estimated
nvmber
of
ckildren
emon patiently and perseveringly. How
ing
June 15th for any consideration—and as
for transient attendants, such churches are ployed in our manufactories is 100,000. many efforts have been arrested through
careful to have it understood that their ac- All that is most 'pitifal and wrongful in impatience or weariness when just on the
commodations are not intended for out- the condition of these. children would be eve of success. How many races bave been
siders, at any time. Much fuss and fun remedied by the law which Mr. Brace and cat short for the same reason when the
goal was just in reach. Pastors work long
as has been made over them, these elegant his coadjutors. have been for sometime
urging
upon
our
legislature.
Massachuand hard, witnessing little or no apparent
pocket churches are very few. and insignificant. I could name two or three of setts and Connecticut have such ‘laws, and fruits of their labor, and at last, quit the
in Great Britain incalculable benefit has field quite in despair. Had they worked on
them perhaps without mistake.
In general, our churches of all denomi- been conferred by them. Itis not ill but just one month, perhaps one day longer,
nations maintain their Sunday services, well that the children should labor and the joyous harvest season would have
though a few take two or three weeks in labor smartly, for it is the best part of any: come in, with its large sheaves and ample
August for cleaning and freshening up. one’s education. What they want is a sim- fruitage—but also and mostly, perhaps, beIf repairs or alterations are in any case ple limitation of their hours of labor to cause of the unwearied toi! of the months
Has the night been long and the
determined on, the summer is of course the forty-eight per week, until fourteen years previous.
Behold, the morning comof
age,
a
prohibition
of
.all
factory
tedious?
watching
season.
But ordinarily, though the city
been protracted, and,
labor
under
ten
years,
and
a
certain
measwinter
the
Has
eth.
pastors receive a needed vacation from
and
their severe labors, the services are per- ure of compulsory‘education. Connecticut, through its inclemency,its work painful
of
voice
The
it
seems,
is
blessed
with
an
almost
forgotpromise?
and
success
little
of
formed for them by a ‘‘supply.” There is
the
in
heard
ten
ante-fugitive
slave-law
statue,
which
be
yet
shall
dove
turtle
the
no other season of the year when thet
land—and the successful sowing and joyful
church sittings, always greatly in excess is doing good and unforeseen service.
shall be to him who sows in hope
reaping
THE HERALD NEWSPAPER.
of the demand for them, are so excessivein patience, though the winter
waits
and
I have been looking through the prodigly so as in the summer. . All the Methodist
n, ‘and spring sowing, may long
and Baptist churches are kept open through ious printing establishment of the New preparatio
precede the autumn in-gathering.
The press vault alone is
the summer, so far as Iam aware all the York Herald.
Ave hearts dull and bard, resisting any
Reformed, and nearly all the Presbyterian over fifty by one hundred feet and crowded
influence of truth, though well directed and
and Episcopal. In the Saturday paper 1 to the last inch of space with the seven
steadily applied? One more blow and all
counted notices of services in ten Episco- huge printing machines required every
are saved; withhold that, and all’
issue of the the others
pal churches, eight Baptist, as many Pres- morning to work off the daily
the others are lost. How many - precious
paper.
There are two Bullock machines,

byterian,

including

some of the largest,

which are never ordinarily

advertised,

and

the usual number of Methodist, Many of
them were notices that their pips would
be supplied throngh the summer.
The fault about the city churches, in my
opinion, is that they suspend their church
work, outside of the pulpit, for the summer, in so many cases. They are weak
handed

at this season, it is true,

of them could muster
quota of Sunday-school
ars or prayer-meeting
prevalent opinion that

and

few

half their ordinary
teachers and scholgoers. There is a
it is better to sus-

pend
these services,
sustain
them feebly.

therefore,
On the

than
to
contrary,

one would say, the weak season ought to
occasion
the best efforts of will and
ingenuity to tide over it, in place of succumbing outright.
It is just here, in the midsummer heats,
that that wonderfulithing, the Fulton-street

Daily

Noon Prayev meeting,

supernatural vitality.
every day, the large
corner

of Fulton

shows

its

It well occupies,
old

and

church

William

on

the

streets,

in

the lower extremity of the city, three-quarters of an hour’s ride from the average locality of dwellings. The same c¢haracteristics mark

the

exercises

in heat

or

cold;

the same embarrassing multitude of requests for prayer; the same animated activity ; the same difficulty in getting an
opportunity to speak, The new chapel
appears to be disused for the purpose of
this meeting, as the congregation assembling daily in the church would be very
uncomfortably
crowded in
that small
‘‘upper chamber.”
One of Dr. Tyng jr.’s people tells me now
that their &ntire system. of church and mission work, comprising five distinct establishments, is in full activity throughout the
summer—which can not mean full handed
activity, of course.
The same may be
said of the mission schools and chapels
generally. Mr. Hepworth'’s and Dr. Robingon’s churches are doing their accustomed
work, and many others that might be

mentioned,

;

:

.

THE SLAVERY OF CHILDREN,

The article by Mr.
Laborers

of New

Brace,

York

city,

on

the Little

in the” August

Harper's, deserves public attention.
The
number of children of tender years enslaved by their parents in the city factories,
without education or a

physical
ing, as
tions.
at least
half” of

chance

for

proper

development, is painfully surprisrevealed by Mr. Brace's investigaIn the numercus. tobacco factories
10,000 children ,are kept al work,
them of decidedly tender age.

ble in the gift of the Holy Ghost.
To
hear the whole gospel even constructively
pronounced a lie is a sore trial to those
who have even a glimmer of the faith of
Paul, and who can only say with quiyer-

somewhere,

which says, “Be ye wise as serpents,” and
another, “Let your speech be always with
grace, seasoned with salt.”
Again, these stone-smiters exhibit great
patience and perseverance in their work.
Rarely the first or-even a few blows, how-

ing lips what he said with the fullness of
assurance: ‘I know whom I have believed.’
Scientific men are prone to think
that there is no other evidence of truth
than the testimony of the senses. - But the
reason has

ifs institutions,

the

moral

na-

ture its @ priori judgments, the religious
consciousness its immediate. apprehensions,
which are absolutely infallible and of
paramount authority.
A man might as
easily free himself from the operation of
the Jaws of nature as from the authority

of the moral law, or his responsibility,
to’

God.
When, therefore, men of science
advance theories opposed to these funda-'-

mental convictions, they are like bats impinging against the everlasting rock.”
ve

Events of the Week.
—

E—

A FEMALE ATTORNEY IN COURT.

*

In a suit for damages fn .a Washington

(D. C.)court last week, Mrs. Belva A. Lockwood appeared on ‘one side, contending

‘against male lawyers.’ ‘She conducted

her

case creditably, but it is not stated whether

she won or not. This is the first case of the
kind in Washington, and the ‘cases 'in the
United States are very rare.
DEATH OF A CELEBRATED BOTANIST.

News has been received at the Smithsonian Institute, of the death at Quito, Ecuador,

June 21, of Dr, William Jamison, the celebrated botanist and correspondent. of seyer-

al scientific institutions in

this country.

Professor Orton, formerly of Vassar College,
now prosecuting discoveries along the valley of the Amazon, will write a biography
of Dr. Jamison, whose death is attributed to

exposure while ascending Chimborazo..
POOR CHILDREN'S EXCURSIONS.
The series of excursions for poor children
in Boston was successfully maugurated last
week. There were two or three excursions,
and the children evidently enjoyed the treat,
for they were in a state of uncontrollable
wildness during the whole day. About 550
went on each excursion, and it.took quite a
force of police to keep them within the
bounds of respectable behavior. But they
were bright days for the little urchins, and
can hardly fail of producing good results.
MR. SUMNER AND MIXED SCHOOLS.
Senator
Sumner, being congratulated by
saved, churches, institusaid to be capable of running off a ‘‘token” interests have been
the
cclored
citizens of Washington on his
persethat ene grace,
per minute, both sides at once. These are tions, souls even, by
improved health, took occasion in his letter °
usually employed on the supplement, but
of reply to refer to the system of separate in+4
rs
+404
on Sundays all the seven are required for
struction for whites aud blacks. He deprethe regular sheet. Ordinarily, the regular
A Woman’s Question.
cates it. . He thinks it violates the constitueight-page sheet is printed by three eight-tion and outrages equal rights as much as
cylinder and two ten-cylinder Hoe ‘‘type
An infidel was lecturing on his favorite ever slavery did, and urges the negroes. to
revolvers,” all of which are crowded into topic, against the Bible and Christianity, in be.a_unjt-in
breaking up the system. The
one row a hundred feet Jong and near forty one of the largest towns of the north of letter has called out various comments,
feet wide. The regular morning edition England. He was particularly bitter against some favorable, others not. Mr. Sumner
is said to run between 140,000 and 150,000. the word of God. At the conclusion of the adds that he hopes to be able to continue
The Sunday edition reaches 170,000, and lecture, feeling much delighted with his ef- the championship of equal rights in the
!
extra news "days goes as high as 200,000. fort, he said, “If any one wishes to reply, next Congress.
But this is not the most wonderful thing. let him come forward and speak.”
DEFRAUDING THE INDIANS.
After a brief period, a middle-aged womThe real wonder is that there are 200,000
The report of the investigations of the Inmen able to read, who imagine they are an came up to the stand, and said: “Sir, I dian committee of the last House of Repre;
reading a newspaper when they roll their wish to ask you a question P”
sentatives into the extensive and fraudulent
“Well, my good woman, what is the ques- private contracts with various Indian tribes
eyes through the hodgepodge of sensational exaggeration and blatherskite that tion P”
for the collection of annuities,negotiation of
“Ten years ago” she said, ‘I was left a treaties and other services in Washington,
make up the Herald.
Vir.
al
orrae
widow with eight small children; my hus- has just been published. The most whole~
band died poor; he left me not much ex- sale and unprecedented frauds on several
Breaking Stones.
cept a Bible. That book has been read tribes are proved, and recommendations
Not real stones, but hearts of stone,—hard
daily, and I've found sweet comfort and made that the contracts be annulled, suits
and unyielding, effectually resisting thé great support in its gracious truths, God for the money instituted,and important gen=
truth. But the management of the one may has blessed me and my children, and has eral legislation for the better protection. of
throw light on the right management of the mercifully supplied my wants and theirs. I the Indians inaugurated. A great many
other. There is a stone-crusher near by, have a good hope in Jesus Christ, and ex- Indian agents are proved to have defrauded
where stones are broken to a proper size for pect when I die to dwell with him forever. various tribes to the extent of ‘many hunmacadamizing the streets. It is needful that
«Now, sir, what has your belief doné for dred thousand dollurs.
It would be worth
large bolders be broken to a suitable size to you Mm
while to follow up the recommendations of
enter the machine. This is done by the use
Rather confused,
the infidel
replied: the committee,
of a heavy sledge in the hands of a stalwart “My good woman, I've no desire to interPOSTAL EXCHANGE DENIED.
workman. This might seem to be a simple fere with your enjoyment.”
For
some
weeks a correspondence has oeert
affair, and it is, and still it requires some
“Thatis not the question, What has
going on between our Post Office depart
qualifications on the part of the operator, your way of thinking done for you P”
ment and that of Great Britain, with a view
as any other successful feat does.
Much confounded, the man beat a retreat
Our brethren of the Irish persuasion are amid the laughter of a large congregation, to establish an exchange of postal’ cards at
not remarkable for skill, nor for achieve- who felt the widow had surely and effect- a low rate of postage, but the British amthorities decline the proposition on the
ments which demand vigorous and broad ually silenced the infidel.
ground that they are opposedto any lower
conceptions of things. But they split stones
rate of postage than is now paid on letters.
well.
I have seen them do it, and think
they exhibit very commendable qualities for Dr. Hodge on Prayer Theories. The proposition of the Wnited States was to
have an exchange of postal cards by an ad5
lO
.
their’ work. And in telling how ‘it is done,
possibly some hints may be furnished how
We find -the following fitting senténces dition of one cent postage, the same as now
to soften and rend the other kind ‘of stone under the head of *‘Prayer” in the third with Canada,
MIEITARY PARADE,
mentioned above, I observe great: deliber- and last volume of Dr. Hodge's *‘Theoloation on the part of those workers.: They gy,” just issued:
— “The man of science
The Ancient and Honorable Artillery of
the
do not smite at random, and so waste has no idea how small he looks wher, in Boston, the Newburyport Veterans,
force. They turn the stone over several the presence of Christ, he ventures to say Amoskeag Veterans of New Hampshire, the
times, and thus find the most promising that nature has never been crossed by Putnam Phalanx of Connecticut, and the
Light Infantry Veteran Association and the
surface upon which to commence operation. spontaneous action ; thal Christ's will was First Infantry ‘Regiment of Rhode Island,
There is economy in this. For by it flaws not
a cause when he healed the sick, or united in a grand parade and excursion to
are saved, which otherwise would be whol: opened the eyes of the blind, or raised Rocky Point, R. I., Wednesday. The gov~
ernors of five of the New England States:
ly ineffective, or result only in shivering off the dead by a word, or whén he himself and
many other distinguished
a corner,instead of breaking in twain. When rose by his own power from the grave. were present. General Burnside gentlemen
was presifairly at work, their blows are slowly dealt, To say that the facts never occurred sim- dent of the day. The exercises consisted of
but are very hard, and very encouraging to ply because, according to the ephemeral a dinner and speeches at Rocky Point and a
syccess.
theory of the hour, they could not occur, purade’in Providence in the evening. The
Men sometimes seek to break the hard- is the infinite of folly. It is a thousand whole affair pasted off most successfully:
These are all old companies, some of them
ness of sin in a very different way from this. times -more certain that they occurred having kept up their organization since the
—
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4. The second condition

Los

according

in which man is

to the principles of the

ing Hoeearth into a paradise. "Blessed old shooting nto
they, especially if they seek to make men at. above its top.

the air two hundred

feet

watched it creeping down the mountain 80 calm and humble a man could hardly
side. The eruption had been discovered: administer reproof, but offenders know

peace with God,and so with each other; for
The toad winds 8 rigzag course up at Naples, and the road was full of parties’ how deep his. well-weighed words
went,
only such peace-makers can secure perma- the hill, and every town reveals enchanting on foot and in carriages goingto see it.
and how hard it was to forget them. Still,
‘Sabbath School Lesson. —Aug. 10.
In the evening the sight was very grand, no one doubted that it was done in love.
kind to be called happy sorrow ? The sor- nent good-will to the heart. ' They shall be views, ‘‘in which vineyard and tower, and
of loss of calied the children of God, a title more de- city and land, and water and island, and The melted lava was pouring from the Combined with his
sorrow
the
bereavement,
of
row
trait, there was anothQUESTIONS
AND NOTES BY PROF, J, A, HOWE.
sirable than of prince royal, or of president, ship and distant sea * are mingled.
mountain through four craters and runnin § | er which lay back of it, and
riches, health, friendships, ear thly comforts
was the * mainIn half or three-quarters of an hour we down the mountain like four streams: of spring of action. This
Sor- or king. ‘‘Childven of" God” are £ueh, for
THE BEATITUDES.
» of any kind, is not in itself blessed.
‘was his thorough
\
row for sin, sorrow for poverty in spirit is it is like the Son of God to pull up hate and reached the Hermit: ge. Here are two build- fire. Dwing the next day a new crater devotion to the best interests of the MisMATTHEW 5: 1-12.
blessed. It leads to righteousness,and thus plant love among men ; for God is the great ings, one a place of entertainment, the oth- broke out perhaps a hundred feet lower sion. He looked upon the work committed
QUESTIONS.
to comfort. It is true that the mourner—on Peace-maker, conv erting hearts of enmity er the Royal Observatory, a good, substan- down than the four or five described. The to his hands as a sacred trust, and it was
tial structure of the light colored stuc- melted matter thus finding vent came rushaccount of earthly ills—is comforted of into hearts of friendliness and peace:
1. What is said of Jesus in this verse? What
the firm purpose of his life to be true to it.
multitudes were these? What mountain
was
Christ. The gospel is the. friend of the
10. Christ does not mean to say that it isa co so common here. These buildings ing down the mountain with great violence, Our brother labored most unselfishly and
this? Who came to him?
a ridge or spur of the mount
stricken and wounded soul. The promises, blessed thing to be persecuted for righteous- stand upon
surrounding and enveloping many of the zealously for’ the building up of the church
8. What did Jesus do? To whom was this in“struction given? For whom was it intended?
hopes and gifts of the Lord strengthen the ness’ sake, nor that it*4s more blessed to ain, and the streams of lava have flown spectators, Over how many these red hot of Christ in Orissa, In each ‘department of
3. What is the first beatitude? The meaning of weak, and wipe away tears from the afflictlive in times of persecution than in peaceful down on both sides within a few years, de- floods flowed it is impossible to say. Some a missionary’s duty,~and how many such
rin spirit? What
* blessed”? What is it to be
ed. Oneof the sweetest promises of the times, when the right to worship God ac- stroying every trace of vegetation, though say at least one hundred lost their lives, there are in a field like India—he took a
words are omitted from this beatitude, in Luke?
In what | Word of God is that which promises healing
are such ble spd?
Why
Luke 6:20.
cording to the dictates of our conscience is the ridge itself is covered with grass and while thousands in the villages below were hearty interest, and tried to do his best.
sense is this trae}
conceded to all; but he means to say that shrubs. Prof. Parmieri has charge of the forced to fly from their homes with scarce. Naturally fond of mechanics, he look a
to
the
broken-hearted.
Luke
4:18.
Why are mourners
second beatitude?
4, Whe
The mourning here called blessed is pen- theeman who has faith in him, and under observatory, and remains at his post re- ly & moment's warning.
kind of mourners are
What
called happy?
: great pleasure in the Balasore Industrial
meant ? What womfort do such have? Where itence, as the reason for calling it blessed great persecution acheres to him is, not- cording observations during the most vioSchool, and the lads under
instruction
must we find, in sorrow, our consolation? Is, 61:
shows: * they shall be comforted,” an un- withstanding his sufferings, greatly blessed. lent eruptions, Here we leave the carriage,
1-3,
there should ever keep fresh int mind how
Rev.
B.
B.
Smith.
£. The third beatitude? Why are the meek
qualified promise. Christ comforts every
“ Theirs is the kingdom of heaven,” the and rejecting the kind offers of numerous
hard he tried to make of them intelNigent
1s_there any conWho are the meek?
happy?
heart sorrowful for sin, by pardon, sanctifi- kingdom that is within the soul, the king- lazy Italians who proffered their services as
tradiction between this and the first beatitude?
The following sketch of the life and serv” and independent men, who should fear
What is meant by * inherit the earth V?
cation and salvation.
dom that is in the skies. Martyrdom is a guides at ~$orbitant rates, we took the ice of Rev. B. B. Smith, who lately died God and do good in the world,
6. The fourth bbatitude? Why are such happy?
5. The next class of persons whom Christ short way to heaven. This does not encour- narrow path leading:to the foot of the cone. as a missionary in Orissa, is taken from the
What is it to hunger and thirst after righteousA cheerful hopefulness pervaded the
gescs What to be filled with it?
calls blessed are the meek.
Meekness is an age us to make religion offensive so that we With the exception of the ridge alluded to,
He loved to
Spectator, a paper published we thiok in life of this servant of God.
7. The fifth beatitude? What kind of mercy
It is not needlessly suffer.
It does encéurage us to fields of lava great the eye in every direc- Calcutta :
shall such obtain? When shall they have it? excellence, a Christian , grace.
look always on the bright
side. To =
What is God called? Ex. 34:6; 2 Peter 3: 9.
therefore linked with poverty and sorrow— be positive, bold, persevering Christians, tion. Its gray and blackened surface covMr. Smith was born at Sandwich, New
teacher perplexed or discouraged, to a naWhat is purity of
8. The sixth beatitude?
natural evils, in spite of which Jesus, it is having principles that can be tried in the ers all the ground, leaving not a vestige of Hampshire, U. 8S. A., March 20th, 1820, tive preacher in trouble, or to a missionary
The meanheart? What is the reward of such?
vegetation. One is puzzled to account for
ing of * Whey shall see God”? Why can not the true, makes the disciple blessed, but with fire and come forth unharmed.
and was therefore fifty-two years and eight brother struggling with difficulties and
God, in this sense?
impure see
the
windings, twistings and convolutions,and
humility
and
penitence—virtues
like
itself
11,
12,
To
be
reviled
and
falsely
spoken
9. The seventh beatitude? What is a peacemonths old at the time of his death.
His doubts, he could always speak some word
The meanin, od of “they shall be ¢alled
maker?
when voluntarily sought in the pursuit of evil of; for the sake of faith in Jesus, are especially the ridges where it has been pilparents still survive him, and are passing of cheer, and point so trustingly, even
in this?
What Bl
the children of God”?
righteousness. By meekness is meant lov- here mentioned as if Christ were prophesy- ed up in places several feet high. But, look10. The eighth beatitude? What is persecution?
a peaceful old age at the homestead. Of triumphantly, to the precious promises that
What is meant by * for righteousness’ sake ”’? ing forbearance towards those who injure
ing of events to come, and preparing minds ing carefully, you can see how it moved
his childhood and early youth, the presen never fail. His last year was one of embarkingdom of heaven?
In what sense is theirs the
us, the patience of love under wrongs and there for future trouble. The emphatic words along red hot, constantly cooling in front
How can a person who is Jatsequted be happy?
Sometimes it
writer knows nothing, save this, that he rassment - to the Mission.
When does Christ say such are blessed?
injuries. When we suffer evil without mal- in the eleventh verse are ** falsely,” and and on the surface, while that behind and
would seem thet the home churches had
had
a
pious
mother
who
gave
him
religious
11, The ninth beatitude? How does this differ
ice, or desire for revenge, or hope of ven- ¢ for my sake.” Take them from the pas- beneath still hot pressed the cooling mass
How much force does the
from the former?
instruction.
At the age of eighteen, he well nigh forgotten the missionary enterword falsely have in this verse? How much the geance, but rather in pity and patience to- sage and you strike out the twelfth verse. on and sometimes piled it up in ridges and
experienced
the
new birth; and very soon prise. The home Secretary was discourWhat was the object of
clanse * for my sake”?
wards those who unjustly send the evil on Wordly men have eyil spoken of them, and hillocks, or rolled over and over upon itself,
persecuted Christians
Christ in pronouncing
after
this
change
was wrought in his heart aged, and his letters most disheartening.
us, we do as Moses did. We exercise a falsely spoken of them, but it ig not *¢ for or was dammed up only to gather new
happy
by the Holy Spirit, he began to feel that it The prospect was ddtk enough. But Mr.
12. What does he tell such to do? Why? What
virtue that Jesus cultivated in his own my sake.” Christians may have evil spoken force and move on, carrying devastation might be his duty to preach the Gospel. Smith's oft-repeated remark was this, —
will be the reward of such more than of others,
of them truly, may have evil spoken of them into the valley bélow.
Which of these beatitudes is most
im heaven?
breast. ‘I am meek and lowly in heart,’
“Let each of us do his duty. God will bring
precious to you?
From the Hermitage to the base of the The Master was calling his youthful servhe said, he proved. Meekness is not pusilan- because they are not true to Jesus, or as
all
out right.” So he believed, and so he
fervor of his
loose ant, in the freshness and
imity, is not a state of mind without spirit, members of society without regard to‘their cone we walked about a mile, over
sought to hearten others.
NOTES AND HINTS.
early
consecration,
to
a
great
work,
but
courage, vindication of ‘6he’s rights or one’s Christian profession, and this not come un- and lumpy masses of black slag which have
The very briefest sketch of our departed
“1. The multitudes that had been attractLeen thrown from the volcano like bombs grave doubts beset his path, and the darkself. But it is these with kindness and grace, der this promise.
ness was at times oppressive.
Ten years brother would be incomplete without menwd from Galilee, Decapolis, Jerusalem, Jufrom
a
mortar.”
At
the
foot
of
the
cone,
When disciples are unjustly traduced betowards our enemies, or it is these exerciswent by, ali the while his mind more or tion of the crowning feature of his life,
dea and beyond Jordan, by the fame of
ed in the way of showing patience, mercy, cause they are Christians, great is their re- the guides, on® for each person, assisted less deeply exercised on this most impor. which was a genuine, hearty love for his
Chuist, presented to-him one of the best opward, greater than of those who suffer less, us in the rough and rugged ascent. You
love for those doing us wrong.
tant subject. It was the discipline of doubt work. This it was that kepé him at his post,
portunities for unfolding the principles of
« For they shall inherit the earth,” land” than of those who show less heroism of de- go up a zigzag path at an inclinationof of which Sir William Hamilton has phi- wlien be might have been justified in leaving
the kingdom of heaven which he had come
ag it should read, a scriptural phrase origi- votion. This has been, in other ‘ages and 30 or 40 degrees, holding fast to a rope or losophized so beautifully, and which thou- it on account of serious illness. This trait
to establish on earth and among them. For
strap attached to your “guide's belt. The
nated in the wilderness before the land of countries, the lot of disciples, of a vast, unthis purpose he ascended a mountain and
rough pieces of lava of ull sizes and shape sands who could not philosophize have ex- shone through all his words and work.
Canaan was conquered, and passing into countable multitude. John saw their re#at down to teach. Luke says that Christ
roll and slip beneath your feet, ‘and some- perinced. These ten years were devoted Disease did not quench his love for Christ,
speech as a general promise of earthly pros- ward, and has described it as great. Rev.7:
alternately
to attending
and teaching and these perishing souls of his charge.
came down and stood in the plain, when
perity, as a promise, too, of an inheritance 18—17. His words agree with the teaching times you feel in danger of going topsy- school, and the habits of study then formed, He counted it even a joy to suffer for
he healed the diseases of the multitude, and
turvy
to
the
bottom.
in lands beyond the Jordan of death, Hap- of Christ. Martyrs have been enabled, lookspake this discourse. Luke 6:17. Various
You spend an hour and a half in climb- marked the whole fature life of Mr. Smith. Christ's sake in this his chosen field.
py are the meek, then, because they have ing forward to this great reward, to endure
The struggle against strong convictions When repeatedly urged to leave his station
efforts to reconcile this difference of statesuffering. ing, slipping back and occasionally sitting
the ** promise of the life that now is and’ of the worst forms of human
of duty was row abandoned, and he calm- for a season of relaxation and rest, he chose
ment have been made; some have thought
upon
a
block
of
lava,
looking
up
at
the
Christ has had many
witnesses who
-that Luke refers to another time than that that which is to come.” Probably this is ‘have literally rejoiced in severest agony be- mountain-top, smoking and every few min- ly and firmly decided, by the help of God, to stay and work there to the last, and his
what
Christ
meant
when
he
said,
‘
they
to consecrate his life to the work of the wish was granted him.
«of which Matthew
aks.
Others have
cause of their conscious peace in him, Their utes discharging the red hot lava in the
The last three years of Mr. Smith's life
‘thought that the accounts are of two differ- shall inherit the earth.” For three reasons reward, however, was not here. An eter- air with a tremendous explosion; or con- Christian ministry. The victory was won,
al
least,
the
meek
may
expect
prosperity
on
in
India were altended with much physiand
those
grievous
doubts
never
recurred.
ent discourses. Still others suppose that
nal life recompenses them abundantly for trasting the desolation immediately around
Dysentery in an aggravated
after healing the sick, and before the deliv- earth; their character is best adapted, on what they suffered on earth. So will it rec- with the verdure and beauty of the hills With his life-purpose clearly in view,his loins cai pain.
girded for toil, he felt the need of special form brought the poor, patient sufferer
“ery of this discourse, Christ changed his po- the whole, to achieve success. It is the ompense abundantly all who faithfully, in and vales below.
sition. If the verse cited above be read character that secures the honor and trust times of prosperity, adhere to his truth.
When you reach what you imagined the” training for a calling so significant, and ap- more than onceto the very verge of the
Again and again in answer to
carefully, it will be seen that Luke says that of men; it is the character that has the promtop of the mountain,you find the crater rises plied for admission to the Biblical School grave.
at Whitestown, New York.
In thorough many prayers, strength was gives him to
Christ descended to the plain to heal. Aft- ise of God’s providential favors. It inherstill higher, one hundred or one hundred
rally, and fond hopes of recovery were re:
er performing these miracles, he may have its the heavenly land because it is a prepaand fifty feet, the sides composed of ashes earcest he entered upon the prescribed
:
vived. Though brought thus face te face
course
of
theological
study,
and,
having
gone np the mount a little way, for the ration of heart for it.
into which you sink half way to your knees.
with death, he still clung to the: hope, thas
6. ¢ They which do hunger and thirst
purpose of addressing the people. When
We were now in such close proximity successfully completed it, was honorably
he
might yet have many days for labor In
after
righteousness”
are
pronounced
*‘blessgraduated
from
the
Institution.
'
Matthew says, * seeing the multitude he
that the sight was grand and terrific beyond
i
Orissa.
Indeed, not until the last week of
Christ
His
attention
had
before
this
been
atweni.up into a mountain,” we are not to ed,” aud this we might well expect.
description. The explosions came with
Homeward.
his
life
did
he seem to realize tha the time.
came
toestablish
a
kingdom
of
righteoussuppose that he went a great distance, or
| greater frequency and with terrible vio- tracted to the condition and elaims of the
BY REV. J. M. W. FARNHAM.
of his departure was at hand. A month
pagan
world,
and
his
studies
at
Whitesfor the sake of separating himself from the ness, came to show men the nature of rightlence; sending large quantities of red hot
——G——
very pleasantly spent at Benares, in the
eousness, illustrate its beauty and lead men
people, but to secure a favorable location
lava
some two hnilred feet into the air. Tt town served to foster and make more deep happy home of our friend and brother, Mr.
VESUVIUS,POMPEII AND HERCULANEUM.
toit.
To
save
sinners
from
sin
is
to
make,
and intense the desire of his heart to lafrom which to speak. If he was on the side
tarned black before commencing its descent,
E.J. Lazarus, M. D., seemed (o prove
We completed our preparations over
wf the bill, and they on the plain, he would them righteous, and this was a central oband was borne by the wind in our direction, bor . for the heathen; so that in October, beneficial, but ere he reached Balasore, the
night, in order to start for Vesuvius early in
1851,
we
find
him
at
the
Anniversary
meetave all the advantages of a pulpit. It was ject in the mission of Jes
falling not far from where we stood. Someing of the Foreign Mission Society, held at old foe attacked him again most fiercely.
above all the the morning. One may go on the railroad
customary for Jewish teachers, during the we expect him to pronounse
times a piece as large as one's head would
and
Lebanon, Maine, for the pnrpose of offer- He was very kindly cared for by friends
a\blessed state. to a point near the foot of the mountain
delivery of an address, to sit rather than to aspiration for righteousness
fall directly where we were standing. But
Stand.
The appetite for it, when. deep
active, thence ride donkeys, or go on foot. We -|it* was easy to see where it would strike, ing his services to the Mission in Orissa. at Calcutta, until able to proceed’ further.
Theimountain on whose side_this richest like erying hunger and thirst, is blessed. preferr ed to take a carriage to the Hermit- and step aside. Still the ladies were terri- Having been examined and accepted by the Resting a little at each of the intervening
of sermons was preached, is near to Caper- The soul in that state is happy, for then it age, and walk from there. Portici is four fied, the children cried, and one started to Board as a missionary to Imdia, he im- stations, he at last got back to his own
mediately set himself’ to making the nec- house. But he was carried to his chamber
naum, as the fifth verse of the eighth chap- loves what God loves, hungers for that miles from Naples, and the drive through ran down the mountain.
[It required a litessary preparations for leaving his native to die. It pleased God not to detain his
the
city
and
along
the
road
that
winds
ter shows.
Tradition, without much au- which God made it to eat, thirsts for that
routes bay is very pleasant. Houses tle tact to re-marshal our forces and direct land. A few months later, in August, servant long in this scene of suffering.
‘fhovity, yet perhaps with good reason, has which we famish without.
their faces to the goal,—the top of the 1852, he and Mrs. Smith sailed from Bos- His last days were made pleasantby the genTo be filled with righteousness is to be- line the\ road on both sides, forming one |
selected a mountain, called * Horns of Haterous care and friendly interest of the kind
Resina and Portici are crater.
ton, U. S. A., for Calcutta.
tin,” as the spot.
It is so’ formed as to an- come as righteous as we desire, when de- continuous street.
It was evident the lava all came from the
The first station assigned Mr. Smith was residents at the station. The skillful Civil
swer the charge of a contradiction between siring righteousness with all our hearts. two villages covering the site of ancient
side of the crater nearest us, and that the’) Balasore, and that was the scene of his la- Surgeon could not—have beem kinder or
Matthew and Luke; for Hattin is a ridge of The Saviour shows us that those whose Herculaneum, which lies imbedded in the
wind was from the east, bringing it towards bors during the whole of his missionary tenderer in his attention had he been a
solid,
rock-like
lava
from
gixty
to
one
hunmeat it is to do the will of God shall be con1aad running east and west, having two
We us,—that, if we went half way round the career. After nearly nine years of service brother. But not medical science and art,
paints er horns at each extremity.
Besides, scious of peaceful satisfaction, as the result. dred feet below the present streets.
by a winding stair-case, and foot of the crater, we might, without ex- in this unfriendly climate, illness obliged nor the bountiful care of fond friends could
the ridge between the horns is the border Here then is the promise of pardon, of re- descended
walked
through
the streets and houses of posure, ascend from the opposite side and “him to return for a seasonto his native beat'back the approach of the last enemy.
of an extensive plain. The top of the east- newal, of the Holy Spirit, of sanctification,
The guides land. Health came again to his enervated “Leaves have their time to fall;
this ancient city.
A guide, torch in hand, stand upon the topmost edge.
«erm horn is cireular and flat, and the top of of heaven.
pronounced
if
impossible,
and
other
travel- frame, and with it the ardent desire to reAnd flowers to wither at the north wind’s
pointed
out
the
objects
of
interest,
the--seats
7. Christ pronounces happy the merciful,
bethe ridge itself is ‘* leveled to” a plain,” so
breath,
ers
said
it
was
too
hazardous.
But
we
had
sume
his
work
in
Orissa.
=
Re-appointed
to
and
stage
of
a
large
theater,
&c.
Passing
that, had Christ preached on the ridge, or cause they shall obtain mercy from God when
And
stars to.set, but all —
come
to
Naples
expressly
to
see
Vesuvius,
the Mission ficld,be reached Balsaoreat the
- from the side of either horn, the description every joy would be blasted without it, and through one of the long, dark alleys, imThou hast seasons for thine own, O Death.”
and
from
Naples
to
the
top
of
the
mountclose
of
1869.
And
there,
in
his
own
bedded
in
one
of
the
walls,
we
saw
a
skelevery good is secured with it. Mercy is an
of both writers might be true.
Death never found a calm believer in
ain-to accomplish our purpose, and were house, after three more years of toil and
By * disciples” in this verse, we are nog attribute of goodness highly esteemed in eton of a human being, whether'a prisoner
Christ
readier to depart. On the dyingnot
to
be
diveried
when
so
near
the
attainmuch
suffering,
our
beloved
brother
fell
to understand the apostles, but learners, or the Bible. It is one of the fairest of vir- in chains, or how it happened, we could not
bed our brother did not forget to speak
fan
object
so
dear
to
us.
at
his
post,
on
the
22d
of
November,
learn,
but
he
had
apparently
died
and
beén
those whom he taught as master, or who tues, exercised more by God than by any
The ascent was made without much diffi- 1872. The Master bade his - servant rest. words of cheer and comfort to» those memother being, and hence inculcated as a vir- buried in the solid rock in a standing posJxeard him as pupils a teacher.
culty, and we found the old crater resem- His grave is close by the Mission chapel, bers of the Mission circle whose privilege
tpre!
2,3. Some commentators lay stress on tue for those to exercise who would be his
it was to attend him in his last moments.
Pompeii,on the other side of the ‘mountain, bled an immense bowl perhaps two or three where he loved to preach.
_ the clause “* he opened his mouth,” as de- ‘people. Mercy is favor to the suffering,
Aside from the simple facts narrated To one at another station. he sent the hopehundred yards across its top. We stood
moting * confidential and solemn communi- and to the miserable. It is often used to was covered with ashes, and the excavaupon the topmost edge, From our feet above, it is fitting to say a few words con- ful message, so like himself, “Tell — to
wcatien,” but with equal propriety we might denote the state of mind in which God for- tions are made easily and are more exten- outward it was composed of ashes descend- cerning the good man and faithful labor- trust in the Lord.” His last utterance was
sive.
Florelli,
who,
under
Victor
Emanuel,
attach significance to the fact that he sat gives sins. Theologians distingnish mering at an angle of about 40 degrees. On the or, whose death inflicts a heavy blow on this: “Oh, bless His holy name for ever.”
and taught. It is an oriental idiom, like cy from grace by making the miserable sub- has charge of the excavations there, has disinside it was nearly perpendicular, covered the Mission which he served so faithfully Thus peacefully and trinmphantly - did our
<< he answered and said,” and means no jects of the former,the ill-deserving subjects covered a process by which he takes a cast
beloved brother bid adiew to the scenes of
of the latter quality. The Scriptures use of many of the victims. He found the bod- with a sulphurous powder and smoking for twelve years. ‘Much loved and respectamore than this, he spake, said or taught.
his earthly pilgrimage. Of his life and
Here the ies had decayed, leaving in the hardened slightly and burning in places around the ed by his colieagues throughout his’ whole
~The first beatitude pronounces happy the the two words often as the same.
death
we may say with truth :—
term
of
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would
edges;
on
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this
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Upoor.in spirit. ¢¢ Blessed are the poor in mercy denoted is that of man toward man. ashes a mold the exact shape and size of the
‘most
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testify
to
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kindly
been
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and,
walking
round
to
that
‘‘Life
is the torrid day
spirit.” The word blessed means happy, and The habitual “exercise of mercy is destruct- person. Into this cavity he pours plasterBurned by the wind and sun;
part, we descended to the center of the old qualities of heart, which bound him to his
_ hence beatitudes are states or conditions of ive of covetousness, and none but the be- of-paris and gets a perfect cast of the perAnd death the calm, cool evening hour
associates
as
a
brother
beloved
in
the
crater
which
was
now
extinct.
Looking
dhe happy. Luke says, *‘ blessed be ye nevolent can be said to be mercifulin the son, giving the lineaments and expression
When the weary work is done.”
down still farther than it was possible for Lord, and a choice and cherished friend.
poor,” omitting the words ‘‘in spirit,” added sense here intended. An open field for the of the face at the moment of death. By
‘Blessed
are the dead which die in the
us to descend, the mouth seemed choked up All who knew and loved him can not forin Matthew.
We thus pnderstand the kind use of mercy is afforded us in society. Wher- this process, after eighteen centuries, here
Lord
from
henceforth;
yea, saith: the
get
those
traits
of
character
which
‘marked
and
emitted
no
smoke.
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«of poverty which is blessed, and see why ever the Christian finds men he has an op- is.a counterpart of the victims as they died.
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of
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rim
poverty of that kind makes happy. Poverty, portunity to exhibit this excellence. It isa Florelli has thirty or forty of these tell-tale
bors ; and their works do foll ow them.”
there were fiyé new craters, one of which Christian worker.
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than
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think,
for
it
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only
»3m itself considered, is not a state of bles\
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Mr. Smith was a man of few words, but
seduess. A law of nature pronounces the in him who aims to promote the happiness pression of suffering. Specimens of sculpt- was very active. We watched its boiling,
ure, painting, and many other objects, of seething surface. Sometimes it overflow- great industry. , While his quiet, unassumcondition of ‘want, a condition to be out of others at some expense to himself.
interest
have been collected from these ed, and large pieces would roll down into ing manner won the admiration of observ8.
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Support the Right.
" grewnas an evil, to be escaped if possible,
the old crater, gathering up the cinders ers, it no doubt enabled him to accomplish
buried
cities
in the museum of Naples,
are
forgiven,
whom
the
Holy
Spirit
has
reas not an excellence. Poverty ** in spirit,”
far more in his chosen work. Ever busy
Of all the acts of cowardice,
the meanest is
in the sense in whieh Christ used the words, newed, who are now. sincerely aiming at | Passing through the ‘village of Resina, asit went. Then after a few minutes’ inat
something good; this seemed to be his that which leads us to abandon a good cause
termission
there
were
explosions,
and
the
the
welfare
of
men,
the
will
of
Christ,
the
which almost joins Portiei, we were beset
is an excellence. Poverty in outward things
may be a state of virtue, because occasion- glory of God, and prove this aim by acts, with a crowd of men and boys, offering whole surface of the melted matter digturb- life-motto, and his daily walk proved how because it is weak, and join a bad cause be+»d by righteousness, because it is the rigor- principles, motives thaf accord with it. The their services as guides, or seeking to sell ed and much of it sent into the air, a con- well he learned at-the feet of the Great cause it is strong, The smitten deer is said
. «pus penalty imposed by men on fidelity to sincere in our holy religion are pure in stout canes to assist us in our ascent. But siderable part falling back into the mouth Teacher, who ‘‘went about doing good.” to be avoided by. the herd,—it is the instinct
‘heart. They are blessed, for‘ they shall see the carriage passed on soon, leaving ven- of the crater to be melted and boiled and The writer has often thought that Mr. of the brute ; but in the higher law which
vwirtue. Such poverty is blessed always.
God” not as a judge, not as an avenger, not ders of canes and fruit, beggars and guides shot out again.
Smith experienced much of the blessed- reigns in the breast of mankind and womThe ‘humble before God, the needy in
ness, the very luxury of doing good, and an kind, you never saw the smitten. son
as ‘‘ dreadful wrath,” but as a father and a far behind. After toaving the ‘village, the
“The
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is
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You
have
but
spirit are ** blessed” because ** theirs is the friond. The sight promised is not of the
road winds through cultivated fields yp the to get a good start and down you go, over knew more than many seem to know the abandoned by the mother. I have, in the
/ Xmgdom of heaven,” that is, they meet
natural eye; it is the eye of faith that sees mountain. The old lava has become dis- another path from that which you ascend- deep and precious significance of the words great questions. of the day, education* five condition necessary for all to honor who
God, and consciousness reports the certain- integrated and forms a rich soil, where we ed with so’ mush difficulty. You sink into of the Lord Jesus, when he said, “It is al and religious, in Scotland and in Ire-awould become members of Christ's family,
ty of the sight. To see God is to feel our saw grape-vines and mulberry trees grow- the ashes up to your knees, and sliding, more blessed to give than to receive.” He land, cast in, my?llot with .the minority,
in ‘recognize themselves to be accepted hearts in communion and fellowship with
ing in great luxuriance. Hedges of haw- stepping, hopping and jumping in five or not only did his work, but he delighted in which, in due season, became the majority ;
children of God ; or they hare the sure promdoing it, and he devoutly thanked God for and when I left any cause,it was because
him.
;
thorn and patches of the bean plant, in full ten minutes you'reach the foot of the cone.
“seo ‘heaven with its wealth of gdod after
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over the path we went up a few hours be- faithfulness in dealing with the members
not by might, being ‘sure that, in the end,
“Sod's household here, and sure to be of his In families, neighborhoods,towns and states plosions of Vesuvius, booming like a gun,
fore, As we rode back to Naples, we of his flock. One might have thought that the right shall
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God,
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or those which so long disgraced a large
‘part of our own country. There is doubtless
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By the Rivers.
Let
This fierce summer heat drives the crowd
to the cooler places. The open country,
the torests, the mountains, the beaches, the
streams,—all these are resorted

lakes, thé
wide

in constant and

and comfort are

Ease

to.

demand,

and

almost

any

reasonable

thing is welcome that may keep the starch
from evaporating out of the linen and the
energy from wholly deserting both body and
spirit. Anything to avoid wilting.
That simile used in the first psalm comes
home

now, when the grass is

just

forcibly

parched, and the foliage droops, and the
rivulets disappear,and even the forests have
to fight hard fo keep their greenness and
The writer is thinking of
their shadows.
the righteous and faithful man, and this is
what he says of him: ¢ He shall be like a

leaf

of water, which

by the rivers

tree planted

forth his fruit in his season;

bringeth

also shall not

wither, and

his

whatsoever

he doeth shall prosper.” In the East,where
the summer heat is scorching, and the

drouth is long and terrible, this figure of
the tree by the perennial river has wondrous

force and beauty.

Only the trees that stand

with their feet in the stream keep their
Jeaves unwithered and round up their fruits
into lusciousness. The orchards that sigh
vainly for mgisture present a sorry aspect.
Greenness fades out of the foliage, and the
husbandman sighs over the poor prospect
of a harvest. But the trees planted by the
rivers hold their verdare all the fierce summer through, and shower down their products when the autumn comes round.
At this season the piety of men and women’is tested, as well as their muscles and
nerves. The churches show whether or
not they can bear the strain of summer heat.
Many a professed disciple, who seems to
flourish in spirit at other seasons, exhibits

few evidences of strong life now.

The rea-

son is soon found. They are too dependent
on surface and temporary influences. They
rely on artificial refreshment and stimulus.
They have not planted their piety by the
unfailing rivers. And so their graces wilt.
Their songs give place to silence. Prayer
loses both frequency and fervor. ‘Their
speech is less flavored with grace. There
are symptoms of feebleness.
The fruit
promised is not mafyring. And the question comes up, whether the religious life
will survive the summer, or be enlarged by
the cool breezes and the refreshing rains of
the later season. It is a sad siglit ;—not less
s0 because it is so common.
Blessed are they who are planted by the
rivers; who find refreshment in the unfail-

ing stream; who draw a perennial life from
the fountain

all through
cause they
fullness of
One never
decay. , At
marked by

that never

fails;

who flourish

the summer heat and drouth bedraw their life from the infinite
God!
There are such souls.
looks to them for symptoms of
home and abroad they are alike
thé green leaf and the ripening

fruit of a vital and active religion. They
‘do not give their piety over to its chances
when the dog days come in.

They carry it

with them to the country, and let it shine in
the little rural church, and neighborhood

prayer meeting, and modest Sunday school.
They wear it meekly as a graceful robe
amid the glare and glitter of Newport and
Saratoga. It shines with a steady light in
the parlors of the great hotels. It is kept
amid all the mountain elimbiug. It flavors
+ the evening conversation on the piazza. It
comes out in unselfish courlesies in the
erowded cars. It bends over the Bible
when sensational novels are in almost every
other reader’s hands. It reverently rémembers the Sabbath day even when the city
churches are closed,or the crowd of tourists
are planning ‘a tedpting excursion, as

though one need seek nothing save his own
pleasi® during the sweltering weather,
_ and while the vacation tour is not completed.

13

;

:

It is well if, at this férvid ‘seascn, one can
find coolness and exhilaration for the body

by stream or sex. It is far better to have the
soul so vitally relatedto the streams of salva-

tion flowing from God, that its life may not
suffer, po

matter however fervid the heat,

or fearful

the

drouth, or

changed

the cir-

cumstances, or however sadly other souls
may exhibit the signs of failing, or the first
symptoms of approaching death.

What

does it Mean?

Daring the past week, the following item
has been passing about in the columns of
the newspapers:
Twenty-two Chinese females, lyrought by
steamer on Monday from Hong Kong, were
sold by public auction at San Francisco,
yesterday, in the Chinese quarters. Youn

iris. brought as high as $450 each, and midle-aged and old women from $200 to $100
> each.

What does that mean?

Have

the bar-

barous practices of the old world been trans-

planted to our own shores ? Is the traffic
in human flesh, which was driven out of the
older states, to be inaugurated in the new ?
Are the shambles which would not be tolerated in Richmond acceptable things in San

Francisco?

Did the deereé which made

black flesh sacred authorize yellow flesh to he
held as goods and chattels?

Is the African

to be always treated ag a human being, and
the Chinaman to be held as property? Is

a man’s capacity outrafed by being treated

Lr

Ea

as a commodity, and is a woman's virtue to
be publicly held as a marketable thing?
1t is quite possible, nay, we accept it. as
ble, that there is something of the
nature of apprenticeship, or indenture, or
1

for specified terms:

and wages, in the transactions heve described. We can not fthagine that the sales re-

feature

in

these

transactions,—not

now reported for the first timé,—that gives
them the color of legality and possibly the
semblance of justice. Neither greed nor

prejudice, strong as they are vu the Pacific
coast, would hardly venture upon so extreme or audacious a proceeding as actually
to reduce ('hjiese women to the level of
mustangs and mules, corner lots and gold
bo
i The bodies and brains of these
immigrants must surely have something exceptional about them, which even a California trader must recognize in the
open
market-place. The sense of justCe;~the
idea of honor,and the sentiment/of
ehivalry
can not have so died out of the public mind
in the Golden State as %o put up with transactions that many a barbarous people would

indignantly scorn.
But there is a real and

:
a shameful

meaning in such a paragraph

as this.

It

stands for an acknowledged prejudice,hatred
and injustice toward these Chinese immigrants that can find no proper apology.
These people are often shamefully treated
and brutally outraged.
They are dealt with
as though they were unauthorized intruders.
Legal rights are denied them. Social fellowship is refused. They are cursed and

spoiled.

The worst elements of the com-

munity set upon them with hatred and violence on their arrival, and the authorities
too often wink at the offenses against justice
and good order. They are victimized in
trade. They are provoked into resistance,
and then coolly shot or foully murdered.
Individual villains secretly way-lay and rob
them, and mobs attack their dwellings,spoil
their substance and imperil their lives.

;

)
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thought the New England type of religion best for the Millions and the other ig best
was too austere,

Grant that there may be for the stock-brokers.

a kind of grimness about certain features
of it. Men with a high sense of justice
are apt to have more or less
of that
quality about them. But that it needs any

such apology as the one alluded to we can

maxim, that a person's place

is

the old
made

ing that

nearly every

individual is ‘men-

tally capacitated for particular service.
It is said that men are sincere But we must also have doers of general servonly as they believe,and that they are earnést ice. Of course there are some things. that
only as they ave sincere. If they fully be- certain people can do ‘better than others
lieve, they are sincerely earnest, and adopt could do them, or than they could do ayyno sentimental ev leven as a way of thing else.
That is doubtless generally
keeping along with both
the ‘conscience the case. But we like better the idea of an
and the inclination.
endowed humanity, with capacities that
The church suffers in many ways from may be developed ‘and trained, so that a
not believe.

this conduct on the part of its members. person may in a certain sense call hiwself,so
The world really and rightly expects far as temporal service is concerned,rather
something different from them. Not in- than await a call from any foreign source.
.deed that they be mere amimated images, It would seem to open a wider field of servas void of human sympathy and real joy- ice, and to offer, tothe young and aspirousnessas marble statues, but that they
show themselves as seeking eternal biessedness, rejoicing in the great love of God,
and as though they would constantly ‘repress a scng as they think of it. Does
the truly filial son speak lightly of the
home and the parents that adorn and bless
it ? How much less can the true child of
God by any word or act shew a want of
reverence and affection for the Father of
all mercies ? He would show a false heart,
For now, as in the days of John, no one
who has really experienced God's love can
lightly speak evil of it.
»

Current Topics.
——THE
CAMP-MEETING SEASON.
Methodist frie nds are entering upon

great annual religious

camping

groves

season.

are echoing

that go up from great

throngs.

and cliff, mountain and

river,

By

70 Bear

BurtLer.

This

and

other

estimable

citizens,

iy

beach

in short,

in

evil will be persistently shunned.
——A MeaNs

1g to do one way

I mean this, rather,—thiat the

college: is the property of the Free Baptist
churches of New England.

These churches

own it, as any of ‘us our own, hoses and

Leaves,

Its trustees are but their representa-

| lands.

COLLEGE,

AND
:

life, covering a space of ten years. In the
sermon were discussed the subjects of college reform and woman's right to the privileges of colleges. Certain statistics were
also. given, and the sermon closed with an
address to the graduating class, in which
especial allusion was made to the death of
three students—Collins, Goodnow and Wil-

lis.
With

tives, and it is proper that a majority of them
should be persons: in good

their membership.

standing: from

No, the college'is not

sectarian.. It is liberal, emphatically so;

and [ appeal to its record for the Justifica-

tion of this statement. Its religion, andl

say it modestly, is that taught by thé Saviour
of men himself: Love to God and man;
The table it spreads is for all who traly love

God and man; and hence

well

be,—Soul

deed.

Liberty

its motto might

in

word

1t sits with open doors.

and

in

It welcomes

all. It meddles with no one’s belief, And
so while, during the ten years of its life,
the college has done a general work for the
for the coun-

New England, and

State, for

these preliminaries, I send a few try, in educating men for all the liberal
leaves to the Star, cut here and there from professions, and done it just as well as it
would have done it if the college were unthe sermon:
Lear I. Leaving that part of the life of der State rather than denominational manthe college which is more properly histori- agement, and, other things being equal,
cal, I come now to other questions, and to better, ag] think, it has done a special work
speak especially of its groundworks; and denominationally. And every good citizen,
these, I think, are

a

indicated

in

the

actual

work which the college has performed during the ten years of its existence.

1. It has done a denominational! work.

And in saying this, it is implied that it was
founded for a denominational

It was ap-

parent that Butler was not the free choice

of the party in the State, and that his main

purpose, and

certainly it was. - This

should

admitted in the outset.

Indeed, those

be frankly
who

took an active part in laying the foundations of this ‘institution of learning can not
be justified on any other ground than that
of denominational necessity.
There were fifteen well established colleges in New England at the time of the
starting of this college in 1863—the oldest.
Harvard, having been in existence 227
years, and the youngest, Tufts, nine years.
There were two of the fifteen in this State,
—Bowdoin and Colby,—the former having
been in existence 69 years, the latter 43.
At the time of the starting of this college
very many persons outside the Free Baptist
denomination were quite generous in the
remark: ‘ We do not need a sixteenth college in New England, nor a third college in
Maine.” I regarded this remark at the

of whatever faith, or of no faith at all, if he
wishes to be clussed under that head, will

*‘I rejoice that

says anything,

say, if he

:
this special work has been done.”
The college has not neglected any work
it owes

to

State, to the country, or to

the

society in general; at least it is not conscious of any such neglect; but it has performed a service in particular, in removing
prejudices from many minds on the subject
of collegiate education as a help to those
called to preach the gospel. It has sent out
a good number of young men. to fill pulpits
which it is to be feared would not otherwise
have been successfully filled, and it has fifty

Moore in a course of training for as many
other pulpits. And who can estimate the
value of the influence these men are to exert
upon society! The college has paid for itself, were it to go out of existence at this
:

hour.

Lear 11. The college has done a missionary work,—a missionary work both home
and foreign,—but I refer especially to the
work of Foreign Missions. A Missionary
Society was organized early in the existence
time, and I regard it to-day, as virtually of the institution, called after the name of a
saying to the Free Baptist denomination in beloved missionary who has spent his life
New England, * We do not need you. It in India, and who, with a son and a few
is true, you have done something for Chris- noble women is toiling there to-day, The
tianity and reform. You have followed younger Phillips was present at the organbravely in the temperance fight.. You have ization of the college missionary society ;
established churches in the western sections and the college in his presence solemnly
of the country, and planted a flourishing pledged its confidence, prayers, and support
mission in India. You have led as bravely to the Foreign cause. It has come short of
in the ascti-slavery struggle. The feet of its duty to that cause, I confess with shame ;
and yet it has never forgetten the pledge.
your heralds have been beautiful upon the
It has kept alive its days of prayer for the
mountains proclaiming a true evangelism,—
spread of the gospel. It has sent contribu‘Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to
tions to the mission treasury from its Facthe waters, and he that hath no money.’
ulty and students, and it has cheered the
You have done your work. ,You have done
missionaries by correspondence.
it well. But you are a small people. The
0.B.C.
filling of five hundred New England pulpits
4

{

——A SINGULAR Case. It rarely occurs
that dismissing a pastor is considered as
him a wrong that should be avengcitizens of Louisville, Ky., want a public dojag
| library. Many of those citizens are very cia few weeks ago the pastor of the
gregational church in North Stamford,
wealthy. But to get the needed funds they.
Speaking Lightly.
consent to act as di
rs “in a lottery Ct., was dismissed by the church, and
i
Sr
—
scheme, by which simpletons generally closely following that came the firing of
We have often thought that religion re- and poor people almost wholly will be inthe meeting-house by the pastor’s son and
ceived harm from the trifling manner in duced to. furnish the money.
Lotteries, the death of the pastor himself from grief.
which some of its professors speak about for any worthy ends or among respectable The young man claimed that he had simit. One would suppose, to hear them, that people, went out of fashion long ago. It is ply avenged the wrong that his father had
the Saviour had done ‘a very amiable thing therefore very strange that leading citizens received gt the hands of the church.
He
in dying to redeem them, and that it was a of Louisville should indorse the establishing was thought to be insane and was comvery good-natured thing in them to pre- ofa library by so unworthy means. It mitted to the care of friends in Massachutend to be his followers. In various shops
can be no very cultivated literary taste setts. But last week he escaped, made his
and stores, and in fact in nearly all depart- that would get its books in this way. Like way back to his old home, and the same
ments of life, there may be found those of the Louvre, which mainly represents the night fired the buildings of one of the deaa]l ages who seem to have very imperfect rapacity of an imperial plunderer, its every cons and those of other officers of the
ideas of the conduct that becomes a Chris- volume should proclaim the disgrace of church, this time claiming that his father's
tian pfofession. They are as readyto set enlightened
and wealthy
citizens Who death demanded such notice from ‘his son:
a crowd of loafers laughing by repeating would consent to the employment of such He is to be tried for the crime, but it
some
misconstrued expression
that
a a means.
would seem that a verdict of acquittal on
fervent
sister nay have
used in praythe plea of insanity must be returned. It
er-meeting, or to give texts of Scripture a ——HONORABLE AcTION.
The Brooklyn furnishes a singular instance of the strangedouble and unintended construction, and Trust Company, which was obliged to ness of mental freaks, and of how variousin various other ways tu show themselves suspend operations lately on account of ly such action as that which produced these
devoid of any serious religious sentiments, the emb:zzlements of dishonest officials, results is regarded. There seems to be
as are those who make no such profes- announces that it will at once resume busi- just cause of complaint over the way in
sion.
.
ness, and that through the integrity of its which the pastor was dismissed, but it
When John reported that he had just stockholders it will pay its indebtedness in could be only a diseased or at least an
forbidden a certain person to cast out dev- full. This is a fortunate anpouncement, unsound mind that would dreamfof such
ils because “he followeth not us,” Christ for the Company had stood so high in revenge. It will doubtless go on record
rebuked him, saying, ‘There is no man
financial circles that its apparent failure to along with the deed of the Candia somnamwhich shall do a miracle in my name, that meet its obligations had greatly diminished bulist and a few others of that class.
can lightly speak evil of me.” The same faith in all similar saving institutions. Such
might be said of any person who professes would naturally be the case. Not only ——THE LATEST SPIRITUAL *~ MANIFESTAto have been a subject of that great mir- New York but the whole country feels the TION. The name is almost legion of those
acle, the transforming influence of Christ’s
bad effects of such failures. "We may con- who have attempted, since the death of
love. He can not speak lightly of it, nor gratulate ourselves that one company at Charles Dickens, to finish the
immortal
of any phase of the experience that properly least proves that it is still safe to thus trust author’s unfinished story. Many of these
grows out ofit. He can have no suitable our fellow-men.
attempts have been made anonymously ' but
impression of the importance of a right
in the ordinary way. It has been reserved
——
deportment nor, an adequate realization of ——THE TRANSPORTATION OF EXPLOSIVES. for the last one to cap the climax, both in
the wonderful and serious relations in
Several - disasters from explosives within its similarity to the portion already publishwhich that life places him, if he can thus no very long time have called fresh atten- ed and in the unusual way in which it is
lightly speak evil of it.
tion to the law which forbids their trans- said to have been done. It is no less than
But this is no plea for a long-faced exportation.
on any passenger conveyance. the utterances of Dickens himself, who, it is
pression of piety. There is manifestly a Parties have just applied to Secretary claimed, speaks through the medium of a
difference between the levity of many
Richardson for: leave to. tramsport’ giant young and illitérate mechanic in BrattleChristian professers and the spontaneous powder on certain Rpssenger steamers, but boro’, Vt. The young man pretends that
joy of those whose merry-heartedness does he properly refuses, referring” the_petition- since last Christmas he has been the almost
good like a medicine. The former gener- ers tothe law whichireads that explosives constant spiritual companion of Charles
ally proceeds from an insincere heart, in niay be transported as freight on freight Dickens, and that what he has written is
which there is no real conception wor ex- conveyances only, and must be plainly only a record of what the great novelist has
perience of the love of Christ; the latter marked . at that, the penalty of violation dictated. In this way he has completed the
from a heart that beats quicker at the
being $2000 fine and eighteen months im- “Mystery of Edwin Drood” in a singularly
thought
OF that love, and that can. neither prisonment. This law has been too often minute and imitative way. Persons familiar
be sad nor insincere in the possession of violated in the past. At the approach of with Dickens’s stylé pronounce it without a
ity
every fourth of July, and {o provide for successful rival. Of course it is mainly a
A {rifling tongue must doubtless be ac- many public celebrations, passengers by piece of humbug. <The world is not to be
cepted. as a sign of an insincere heart as well boat and rail are put in danger from - this fooled by any such pretensions as are put
as of an empty head. A persons who has violation. The law should be stringently forth to the authorship of the work. But
when that is said, a mystery still remains.
had even one great thought must always enforced.
How could an unlearned mechanic, and one
carry himself steadier on account of it.
who has evidently been no reader of DickWe should judge that no man could have “—SBLF-CALLED AND CALLED.
A writer
comprehended the plan of salvation, hu- in the New York- Tribune referring to ens, produce the imitation that is claimed
manly speaking, and have had any proper the abundant ctiticism that is heaped upon’ to have come from his pen? Evidently he
appreciation of whatit all signifies, with- writers by Lhose who are confident that could not. It is a suspicipus circumstance
out being filled with a kind of wonder the they: could do much better if they should that the mechanic’s name is withheld. ' The
only conclusion is that it is the ‘work of
rest of his days. Let him declare himself
try, says:
,
some person of literary ability, who has acas experiencing that love, and holding conWhen a man thinks he could be a man
quaintance
with Dickens’s style, and also
stant communion with the author of it, of letters if he would, he deceives himself.
and looking forward to a final meeting It is nearer the truth to say, if he can be a some shrewdness, and that he takes this
with the finisher of it, and what place could man of letters, he must. There is. no re- method to excite an unnatural curiosity in
there be left either in his heart or head for sisting this vocation. Many go into .the a-work from which he hopes for’ profit.
career who have no call, but none resist to
any sentiment that discredited that profes- whom the call arrives. Thete is no pur- But for the reliability of several parties
gion?
:
suit so poorly paid in proportion to the la- and papers that give credence to the story,
But one must haye been a very super- bor done and the force expended. A stock- we should at once pronounce it the pure inficial observer of the conduct of professed broker will make more money in a day vention of some story-telling reporter. It
than a poet in a year, and will then sit must evidently be accounted for at no disChristians, ithe has not seén many who
down to his neat and drink with a peace tant day, and perhaps ia a way that will
have discredited it. We sadly remember and comfort that Milton and Dante never
once to have traveled two days with a did and never could enjoy. But the men greatly chagrin all those who have, as we
gentleman whom we tock all the, timeto could not change places or lives. To the now do, given publicity to the report. But
be the editor of a_comic almanac or a dis- one are given money, and luxurious liv- it fortunately doesn’t imply that: Dickens
ing, and the ‘calm pleasure of swindling
‘appointed contributor tor Punchinello, un- their friends, while the others have to be has become a fool since he died, as the protil informed that he was a (prominent of- content with labor and pain and vast ac- fessed spiritual utterances of so many others
ficer in a western church,
and that he complishment and immortality. The latter is show.

UNwoORrTHY THE END.

sectarian.

years; then the blade-life proper, or college

the very charmingest places that could be chances lay in the caucusses to nominate
selected, the Methodist pitches his tent, delegates, all of which he was doing his
and
unites rest with worship in the pleas- utmostto pack with his own hired tools.
should protest, and its Christianity organize
is one side. The other It speaks well for the good sense of the
itself for their defense and profit. If the antest way. That
liberty and religion of which we boast so is the jockeying, the confusion, the tedious men who made up this Boston meeting
much here in America, can not or will not «excitement, the exposure and the general that it chiefly recommended that these cauput a stop to such tyranny and ungodliness as work-duy thoughtlessness that always char- cussesbe well attended, that the people,
are constantly practicéd upon these Chinese acterize their gatherings. There is doubt- and not demagogues, express their choice,
immigrants, whom Providence is bringing less good in them. We hope the attend- for it needed only free hands to defeat the
will profit by it. There i8 plainly arch schemer. May a kind providence deto our doors that we may illustrate good ants
government in their presence and show ‘evil in them. But evil always mingles it- liver us from seeing so important an office
them the higher value of the Christian over self with our best efforts. We hope all the degraded to Mr. Butler’s level. is time for us to end the pharisee’s egotistic
brag and begin the publican’s prayerful
confession,

a

vfts, as the fifteenth college,

ami Bites, as the sixteenth, have as good
a

The seed or seminary
life was first considered, covering a space of nearly nine

Now against all thisit is quite time that the
manhood and womanhood of the country

their Pagan faith, if this can not be done, it

Baccalaureate

THE BLADE-LIFE OF THE
WHAT 17 PROMISES.

known for their integrity as for their ability, were present, and treated the question

praises in a very becoming manner.

of Bates College printed on our

“First the blade;” aud the theme was:

has

as well

or the-other,”

~ The text was that found in Mark 4: 28,—

of ‘great

and

one college Li

Denoninaiona News aii Nit,

become a serious problem in Massachusetts. Gen, Butler has set his heart upon the
office of Gov., as he did two years ago,and
he is working so assiduously that the chances of defeating him before the nominating
convention do not look altogether favorable.
An unprincipled
political knave,

but at the same time possessed

see as thosé*Uenominations that have but

Our readers

right to life as the “other colleges, and
for examinations and the commencement of neither
of them is responsible for the, pelicy.
the Fall term, found among the Notices in
But, in saying that this college is'denomthe usual column,
:
inational, I do not mean to say that it is

‘ing at least, much more encouragement,

ZL_How

MATTERS.

eighth page, nor the formal notice of the time

shrewdness and considerable ability; he
announces himsel! a candidate for the
office, and proceeds at once to enlighten the
citizens of the Common wealth as to his
fitness for it. _To devise the best means of
thwarting him a meeting of the representatives of the decenter portion of the ReOur publican partyin the State was lately held
their in Boston. Messrs. Dawes, Hoar, Jewell,

Throughout New England and the West
either the sound of preparation is heard

or numerous

Charter

for

But that is only another way of say-

CoLLEGE

will not overlook the extracts from Dr.
Cheney’s baccalaureate discourse, nor the

:

It is only another way of stating
him,

BATES

;

The

in the next generation with five hundred

Green Mountain Seminary,

well educated men is of trifling consequence
to

New England,

to

the

country,

world ; and the sending
of missionaries to India
tance still. Your mission
work ended.” We do not

to

the

of a score or two
is of less imporis fulfilled, your
need you.” All

A cut of this Institution may be found on

the eighth page.
for

its

work

in

It is admirably
Vermont,

and

located
has

now

struggled through several years of difficulty
this our generous friends outside our own and embarrassment.
But perhaps it has
ranks said to us wheu they told us, ten years met no more of these than falls to the Jot of
ago, that we did not need a college. For almost every educational enterprise that
no far-seeing and unprejudiced man or has a religious origin. Forit-seems to be
woman believes that a religious people can the ordei“of ppuvidence that all such underhave a vigorous existence in the last quarter takings, like the effort in the Christian life,
of this eentury, to say nothing of the cen- should be led through an ordeal of trial.
turies to come, without a well-esdowed,
But the friends of this school are not disfirst class college. No ‘matter what the couraged, and should it now receive from
past, has been, or how good men have been, the Free Baptists in the State that patronage
or how faithfully they have labored in the which it merits at their hands, it will flouryears gone by, such is the fact, anc I thank ish as never before.
God it is the fact,—the fact as’ evident as
There is need in Vermont of such a Semthe sun-light. You meet it everywhere, in inary, which shall be a place not only of litthe country, as well as in the city. The erary culture but also of special preparation
people are intelligent, and are rapidly be- for those who have the ministry in view.
coming more so; and public men of all pro- Vermont has sons capable of making as
fessions, the Christian included, in order to’ good ministers as we have in the denominameet the public devannd must be educated ; tion. There are numbers of young men
and the policy of the country has fixed the growing up in our Free Baptist churches,
college as the proper school for the training who have the burden of this work resting
of her public men. In admitting, as we do upon their hearts; who feel called of God
admit, that this college is denominational, to preach the gospel, What such young
we say it is o only so far as her sister col- men need more than anything else often, to
leges in New England are denominational. bring them out, is an opportunity “within
It has simply followed the policy established their reach to fit themselves for the station.
in New. England by those who first landed
Now, shall we oblige them to go far from

at Plymouth.

Yale followed Harvard

in

1700 ; and Brown, Yale in 1764 ; and Trinity,

home to institutions in other states,; whence

they

will almost

inevitably

drift: off into

in 1825; and Wesleyan, Trinity in fields other than those waiting for them in
1831; and Holy Cross, Wesleyan in 1843; their own state? Or shall we, by neglectand Tufts, Holy Cross in 1854. Here are ing to furnish them suitable facilities uader
seven Christian denominations in New the auspices of our own denomination, drive

Brown

England now represented by these colleges
I have named: the Unitarian, the Congregational, the Baptist, the Episcopalian, the

Catholic

Methodist, the Roman

and the

Universalist; and the Free Baptist comes
in as the eighth denomination to be represented by this college.
|

them into the educational establishments, of
other Christian bodies, from which they ar
too often lost to us entirely?
:
/
What, then, shall we do for the

As then, at the time of the starting of this borers ?
fifteen, colleges

college in 1863, of the

in

New England, the Congregationaliets had
seven, the Baptists two, the Episcopalians
two, and the other denominations one each,
the saying came with an ill grace ‘from the

friends of some .of these colleges: ** The
Free Baptists do not need a ccllege.” For
this is what they did say when they said:
*¢ Another college is not needed in New
England; another is not needed in Maine.”

numbers

of pastorless churches in our State, and for
the whitening’ fields among their green hills
that are calling for such an increase of laf
Surely there are places

out our denomination,

bility

pi
enough through-

places

of responsi-

and usefalness made vacant by death,

or originating with new needs, which educated young men are wanted to fill. Vermont
can furnish the men, and, if she will, the
means to train them and fit them ) for these

places.

What she needs is to cherish her

own institutions.

The other states of New

England have done so,

and

several

Institu-

It is enough that in 1678 this college has tions and Seminaries belonging to our de~

nomination are flourishing on their soil. New
it at any sacrifice ; and if, in this year 1873, York is moving vigorously in this same dithere are too many colleges inNew Eng- rection inthe case of Pike Seminary, Why
She
land, or too many in Maine,—I do not say should Vermont be behind the .rest?
there are,—why, let those denominations is not quite the least among the thousands
an existence, and

that

have

England

that it means to preserve

more than

look

one college

after the

matter,

in New

I do not

of Israel.
What we need, just now, is concerted ac-
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Q.

churches, ‘and

tion through all our

‘Meetings and Y. Meetings, in the divection
of education and of building vp and endow-

and encourage:

Send your children ; send the youth

ment.

of your churches; send’ the ‘young’ men,
who should be preachers of the gospel. The deeper thought .than is generally set forth on
battle for the next generation will be harder’ such oceasions,; They honored both themselves
Our

jon.

under Christian auspi-

scientific knowlédge
-

with

must be imbued

youth

Es-

ces, or they will Beit ato infidelity.

pecially does the coming minister need to
be thoroughly furnished with every weapon
that education can supply to him to meet

every

Pa.,

SWHGO.

delegation,

gaged

were present.

at”

es

Some

lorof Science.

egate it to people of other states.

pressive.

APALACHIN,

reported by
degree of

were en-

with

N.

Y.

Our

part in the services.

Sept. 1.

bath in June. It\is hoped by this change
that a larger attendance will be secured in
the future. A. G. Brann was chosen Cor.
Mes. to the Southern Minn. Y. M.
Resolutions were passed recommending
more earnest efforts in the 8. S, work. Remarks were made expressive of a deep and
growing sympathy and interest for our Foreign Missions. A S. S. Convention was
held Sabbath afternoon. Short speeches, interspersed with singing by the schools,
proved a very pleasant occasion, which was
well received by an attentive and appreciative congregation. The religious meetings.
were quite well attended, and interesting;

effect

Sept. 6~T.

at

with

AUXILIARY

Next session
Sept. 12.

any

MONTVILLE

the church

Chapel

the Lowell, Mass., F. B. society,

is

real success in life, ' He claimed that each has
talents which must be ‘employed; each has a
sphere, to fill which and fill it well, is only
he

is

gifted with. The command * Occupy till I
come” was not to a special class, people or nu-

tion, of {fi ‘a particular tongue; but a world Wide

command, imperatively applicable to ‘each one
as an individual, and all as individuals would be
held to a strict account.
y
On Monday the examinations of the various
and

These examinations were strict and

thorough, evincing thoroiigh stndy on the part
of the students and competency of those engaged

Tuesday

evening

trials
took

Physics, on Light and Heat, The Professor's
lecture was highly instructive and entertaining;
of his eloquent

and

pleasing

way of expressing himself, but on account of the
many and interesting experiments performed by

him.~-Oa

Wednesday

evening

a contest

place between the members of the

Junior

standing against it.

1t is well furnished, includ-

ing organ and furnace, and meets a long existing

The services in the chapel

took
class

for the prize, annually given by the Hon. D.
Kaine,.of Uniontown, Pa., to that member of the
is|

harmless,

of Bro. 'A.

Quarterly

Meetings.

OTISFIELD Q. M.—Held its June session

with

the

longest lived,

and liberally
!

ing improper amusements, specifies
gancing,
playing at games of chance, attending
theaters,
horse-races, circuses, dancing parties, or patronizing dancing-schools.”
!
T. Adolphus Trollope writes from Rome to the

Christian Intelligencér that America is to be
made the receptacle for the monks and friars who,
according to the terms of legislation just completed, are to be turned out of the monasteries of
Rome.
There are now in England, according to a
statement in the Daily Telegraph, sanctioned
by Dr. Manning, 13 prelates, 1,621 of the inferior
clergy, and 1,016 churches
and chapels,
The

six, the lesser colleges
The total number of En-

glish Catholics is put down at about a million
and a half.
In Scotland; they are placed at half a

the four millions in Ire-

land, the open adherents of Romanism in the
United Kingdom amount to at least six millions.

find

in these

much to stimulate them to still greater
for the propagation of their faith.

figures

exertions

on

his way

to America.

He

is

going

to take a run through the states, much as one
would make a journey from Dover to Calais.

GENESEE (MicH.) Q. M.~Held its June term
with be Ortonville church,
As usual, about
two thirds of the churches were represented,
but only one third of the ministers were present.
But our Methodist and Close Baptist preachers
were present a part of the time, and we were

The following is said to be an approximately
correct classification of the adherents of the various churches among English-speaking people:
Protestant Episcopalians, 12,600,000 ; Presbyterians, 11,600,000; Baptists, 10,600,000; Congregationalists, 7,600,000 ; Methodists, 15,000,000 ; Roman
Catholics,
10,000,000—~57,000,000 of Protestants
against 10,000,000 of Roman Catholics.

salmist said, that it was *
dwel} together in unity.”

Seven car loads of Mormon recruits from Europe, are now on their way westward to Utah.

lad to see them, for we remembered

from the Oxford Q.

what

the

good for brethren to
Rev. C. P. Goodrich,

M., was present, and preach-

ed a good discourse Sabbath afternoon.
Rev.
brethren Currier, McElroy
and Howard also
preached, and after a discourse from Bro, How-

ard, Sabbath morning, pledges

and

a collection

amounting to one hundred dollars was taken n
behalf of the F. Mission cause.
Next session with the Rich church, commencing Friday, Oct. 17, at 2, P, M,

Evisu KINSMAN, Clerk.
MARION, O., Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Big Island church, July 5 and 6. The floods
and wind-storms prevented a large attendance.
The chief object of Interest was the dedication of
a new house of worship.
A few generous membdrs, encouraged by the energetic effort of the
pastor, Rev. W. Whitacre, have raised and.expended $2200, to erect a house, nearly 6 wiles

from the place
where the main part of the
church held their®8rvices, locating it in a neigh-

porhood where it. is Jory much needed.
Prof,
R. Dunn, D. D., preached on the occasion und
made the consecrating prayer.
Next session with the Claradon church, Oct,
4 and b.
8. D. BATES, Clerk.

‘['.is is the first lot'of several thousands of new
dupes that Brigham Young's missionaries have
picked up in the Old World during the past year.

A circular to the metropolitan

clergy has been

issued by the bishops of London, Winchester and
Rochester, recommending a special simultaneous

mission in London before

Lent, 1874, to begin on

Sunday, the 8th of February ,ten days before Ash
Wednesday.
The main object of the mission is
“ go bring the ungodly and unconverted into the
fold of Christ.”

The ‘Philadelphia Presbyterian finds itself’
obliged to make the rather unwelcome admission
that fastidiousuess in the ministry,

and

be

no

Clerk.

Clerk.

Hawpatch

church,

will be held

LaGrange

Q.

M.,

8t32

the

re-

luctance to go where comfort is not assured, has
something to do with the corresponding facts of
vacant churches and unemployed ministers.
In
making this remark, it notices the statement of
Rev. A. C. Dickerson, missionary of Louisville
Presbytery, who, not long since, called attention
to the field of that Presbytery und its wants, and

BOSTON

RAILROAD

AND

session

Life of Wm. Burr. |
A pew edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out

of press.

for

Alton

9.
9.20
925
9.45

?

Alton,

wen

tist home, and would not fail to have a good influence

R.

$125 Adoxmm
fo La

for

0
6.25
6.45
6.50
7.08
7.23

12.00

7.35

ALES

Francisco.

*¢
New Durham,
¢ . Farmington,
¢
Rochester,

6.48
7.02
7.20

P,

9.42
9.55
10.12

¢“

Gonie,

7.25

10.17

Dover,
Boston.

745

10.35

¢

Ht

$f)
rar das! Agents wanted! All classes of working peo0
«iV ple, of either sex, Young or old, make more money at
work for us in their spare moments or all the time than at anything
else. Particulars free. Address G. Stinson & Co. , Portland, Maine.

1y4l

4.10
4.10
422
4.35
4.53

- The Household Panacea and Family LiniMENT/is the best remedy in the world for the followin
mplaints, viz.:
Cramp in the Limbs and Stom-

4.58

achs/
ti#m

5,15
8.00

140

Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays
RETURNING,— Leave

Laconia

and Saturdays

Mondays,

Wednes-

days and ridays for Alton, im-season to connect
with trains for
Boston and Portland.
Leave Gonic

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave Alton daily for Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, with trains each way:
.
JAMES
T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.

stu-

AGENTS,
sew York. for went Salary
selling book
pub:
” Cam

- lished, $30 a wéek and expenses.
mission.

|

Office

Cedar Rapids and Minnesota

RAILWAY
First Mortgage Gold Seven ‘per Cent.
Convertible Sinking Fund Bonds,
MILWAUKEE

DIVISION.

Earnings 1872, Minnesota Line ros adasannes $995,959.68

78,000.
Fok ot requirements
000.00
esessdengans
The earnings
for the first four months of the present year were as follows:

JARUALY «+ evesinseinns Faebasnh Bucasncinsivey $6,363.00
February ...
...
80,816.05
March ....
85,660.35
APHL cs nstennssrernnssssnrsessrsnssasaines 77,386.56
*

n————

Total for four months... .eveeresarved $305,156.45
The earnings during the same period of
1872

amounted

t0...c.oveiiiiiiainaninas $263,722.25

ANA 10 1870: 1s tenvasossei sxnvanshesss 110,795.23

The total'earnings during the year 1872 were 945,959.68
tinued, would make the earnings for the
vr ER
IRE, Wie sds sua $1,145,000.00
'hat the increase thus far shown annually in this
road is healthy and likely to continue, is demon-

Addresses,

A. P, Houghtaling, North Danville, Vt.

Letters Beceived.

strated by the report of the

J Ashley—O W Angell-R E Anderson-J M Brewster
~Mrsd ® Burby J
Bradbury—J Beatty—A A Bryant

—R

Bogie—C

Bruce—Nancy

Bixby—C H Dye—0O

Beéebe—-G

§ Brown—Mrs

D A

R Evans—~J G English—1
rost—H_Fletcher—

Em-

H

Bowie~0

C Colton—S

H

Treasurer

of the State,

who shows that during the period of ten years past
an almost unbroken annual increase of railwhy
earnings has taken place throughout the State.

The above returns are from the Minnesota Division
only of the BURLINGTON, CEDAR RAPIDS AND MINNESOTA RAILWAY, 260 miles in length.

~N W Dow~
Erwin—R D
—8 Hateh~L
A G HIl-E
Kecse— M
Lane~M A

L Harmon
W C Hulse~A F Hutchinson—
J Howes—J W_ dones—E Knowlton—8 8
Keyser—O Killgore—Wrs E Latten~E G
Libby—H 8 Limbocker—A
Z Mitchell J
,Melugin—J W Martin—M A G Meads—A T Newkirk—J L
Odell-W B Peckham—8 W Perkins—0 G Page—A 8
Parshley—(C 8 Preble -W
Peterson—8 Prescott—C F
Penney—D Pease—W C Peck—R 4 Poston—M W Perkins ~C W Pratt—M A Quimby—J Rand—H H Robinson

~R H Severance—E L Sawyer—W T smith—HF J Scrib-

ner—=W T Smith—H P Blater—F W Straight—J Silver
nail—E Tolbert—L V Towle—~W Taylor—T B Thompson
~A Vi'as~Z M Vaughn - W Watérbugry—F:-R Watson —-P
© Wadsworth—C A Whidden--E J
Ward—A Wares—8
Wood—A C Wilder—G C Waterman—Mrs J A Warren —
L H Witham,
.
Books

EXPRESS,

Wm, Graham Stoughton, Wis,

These bonds, in addition to being, a first mortga,

upon

the Milwaukee

Divisiongwhich,

as an

inde-

pendent enterprise, would render the bonds safe, are

secured also by a lien upon the Minnesota Division,

thereby

rendering.

the

securities

now offered

even

more desirable than those upon the Minnesota Division, by reason of their being a double security.
‘I'he total bonded indebtedness of the company is:
On the Minnesota Division........ saeseciane 20,400.60
On the Milwaukee Division. ...oe.eiiiiiainas 2,200.00
The

total

interest

requirements

The SELTZER APERIENT is foaming,
There’s life in the blood-cooling cup;
Every bubble of health is an omen—
Drink it up! Drink it up! Drink it up!
There is death to Dyspepsia and Fever,
And nausea and {fin in the cup,
If Nature’s exhausted, relieve her—
Drink it up! Drinkitup! Drink itup!

TARRANT'S EFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT,

the SALINE ANTIDOTE for indigestion, constipation,
biliousness and nervous affections.
2632
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Bryant and Stratton College,
BOSTON,
Next school year begins
study, Commercial and

on

both

and these are estimated in 1873 as in excess of $700,000. The earnings to be derived from the Milwaukee
Division during
the short period of the present year
of

of principal and interest, inferior to

$1,500,600, and

none now

upon

the market.
y
;
We are prepared to execute orders for these bonds
al 90 and

interest.

HENRY
For

\

CLEWS

& CO.,

32 Wall
St., New
York.
sale by CAL VIN HALE, DOVER NATIONAL

BANK, Dover, N. H.

English

Course of

branches.

Annual

WANTED AGENTS.—Worthy the
special notice of
old and experienced canvassers.
‘Those celebrated
steel-line
vings, viz: —‘ Cole’s Voyage
FOUR beautiful
pictures, representing CHILDHOOD,
YOUTH, MANHOOD, and OLD AGE; now offered b
canvassers for the first time, Price reduced to suit
the masses; nothing like it ever offered to the Amer-.
ican publiv. Extraordinary terms and inducements.
&¥Full particulars free. Address B. B.
RUSSELL,
Publisher, 55 Cornhill, BOSTON.

-8m20

}

ke

MARRIED

lines

Minnesota Division alone were $531,785.20 in 1872,

the total gross earnings in excess

MASS,
Sept..l, 1873.

Catalogue and Report for
1873 ready ; furnished free
upon application in person or by mail, Office 149 A.
Wremont street, Room 15. Open daily during vacation from 10 till 12 o’clock.
1y22
H. E. HIBBARD, Principal.

amounts to $532,000, whereas the net earnings of the

net earnings in excess of $800,000,
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway Bonds are, for intrinsic value, or security

wo

SL

THE SPARKLING SPECIFIC.

The Milwau-

kee Division, 110 miles in length, stretching toward
Milwaukee, will add a ver; largely increasing business ou its full completion in July next.’

for which it will be open, it is believed, will make

Forwarded,

BY MAIL.
Newell
Tyler, Worcester, Mass.
OF Persing, Paxinos, Penn.
R J Poston, La Rue. Ohio,
Rev John yoxley. No Tunbridge, Vt. (2)
* AP Cook, Cherry Creek, N Y. (2)
jeorge French, Jamesville, Minn,
W L Munges-Cowlesville, N XY.
L A Knight, Gafland, Me.
JT Ward. Andover, Mass.
A Storer. W Mt Vernon, Me. (2)
G Griffin, Wheelock, Vt.

pAaN
ov¥
SINAN

BURLINGTON,

The percentage of increase thus far, if con.
Poss

Pain in the Stomach, Bowels or Side, Rheumain all its forms, Bilious Colic, Neuralgia, Chol-

era, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wounds, Burns, Sore
Throat, Suina Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,
Chills and Fever. Purely Vegetable and All-healing.
For Internal and External use. Prepared by CURTIS
& BROWN, No. 215 Fulton street, New York, and for
sale by all druggists.
13t27edthw

CONNECTIONS.

for Laconia.

20tf

031

Dever.

A.M.
6.35 9.30
640
9.35

Leave Alton Bay,
‘“ Alton,

Agents everywhere.
’FG Co., Boston, [20tf

MONEY-MAKING BOOKS FOR SUMMER CANVASSING.
AGENTS & SALESMEN ATTENTION! Bryant’s
ary
’s Manual,
of Poetry
and Song ; The New Hous
by Miss
Beecher’s and Mrs. Stowe. Both selling
fast
and far. Exclusive Territory; liberal terms.
J.B.
FORD & CO., New York, Boston, Chicago and San

P.M.
a
10.
11.10
11.15
11.33
1147

? ‘ee

:

on receipt of

This little volume should be in every Freewill Bap-

Bay.
“

STAGE

dents will occur on Wednesday,
Aug. 20,at9, A. M.°
The next term of the College und Theological School
will begin on Thursday, Aug. 21.
0. B. CHRNEY, Pres.
Lewiston, July 30, 1873.

The price has been reduced from $1.00 to

that sum.

Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,

Notice.

.

Son of the late Corn. RICHARD FRENCH, of
French’s Hotel, has taken this Hotel, newly fitted hv]
and entirely renovated the same. Centrally looat
inthe BUSINESS PART of the City.
LADIES & GENTLEMEN’S DINING ROOMS ATTACHED
it2

....Trains stop, but at times not precisely fixed.

Clerk.

YORK,

apon the readers of our Sabbath School Libraries.
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers,
Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H

Arn.

with the

of

NEW

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
RICHARD P. FRENCH,

1873.

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
10.45 A. M., and 3.00 6.25 P. M.

Clerk.

On the 17th day of May, 1873, the delegates of the
churches known
as the Laketown
and Casco
church, met with council and organized a F. B. Q.
M., knownas the Allegan Lake shore Q, M, Its first
regular session will be held with the Casco church,
commencing Aug. 15, in Allegan Co., Mich.
CALVIN CUMMINS, Clerk.

for the admission

FRENCH'S NEW HOTEL,

75 cents, and will be sent postage paid

Trains

ROCK
& DANE Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Oakland church. Opening sermon Fi.iday
evening, Sept. 5, by Rev. J. C. Gifford.
1
.
L. HULSE, Clerk.

examination

Jromises of the suband four acres of

consists of eleven rooms, and is well adapted for
purposes of boarding or fetting to students. Lease
may be made for a term of years, and at reasonable
rates. Apply to
O. R. BACHELE
429
.
New Hamptoa,
N. H.

*Or on arrival of Trains from Boston and Portand.

conference

Vauguy,

TO LET,

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
5.50 7.55 10.58 A. M. 4.57 5.22 7.45 P. M.

“

CLEVELAND Q, M. will hold its next session with
the Royalton church, commencing Friday, Aug. 22,
at 2 o’clock, P. M.
R. R.
WALTERS, Clerk.

next

ARRANGEMENT,

Arr. Alton Bay,

PENNSYLVANIA Y. M. will be held at Latrobe, Pa.,
Friday,Sept.12.
THOS. W. BURKHOLDER, Clerk.

The

MAINE

A.M.

Prof. Dunn of Hillsdale 1s to be with us.

H.W.

School in the

is within easy walk of the Institution buildings,

Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,

Leave Joaton,
bi
over,
¢
Gonie,”
¢
Rochester,
‘Farmington,
¢
New Dmham,

commencing at 2 o’clock, P. M., on Friday, Sept. 26.
Brethren coming by R. R. will stop at Rome City station on the Richmond, Ft. Wayne and Grand Rapids
R. R., where teams will be waiting. It 18 hoped the
Y. M. will be well represented. Others are invited to
attend.

st Music

by Druggists

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.

VAN BUREN
Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Arlington church, commencing Saturday morning, at 9 o’clock, Sept. 20.
O. H. P. SHELDON, Clerk.
Y.M

Mass,

land, with a choice variety of fruit frees. Said house

land at 8,10 P. M.

preceding, at 1 o’clock, P. M.
remember the vote passed at

INDIANA

Sold

Sold by Druggists
(33613
;

the last session in regard to bringing the amount due

NORTHERN

$109.50
Treas.

land at 3.00 P, M.
3.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Portland at 6.17 P. M.
5.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Great
3
Falls at 7.45 P. M.
6.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Port-

NEW DURHAM Q. M. will hold ita next session with
the church at. Nottingham, commencing
Aug. 27.

C.L. PINKHAM,

Boston,

12.30 P. M. train from Beston leaves Dover for Port-

Westford, Conn.,Sept. 3, 4. Stran-

trom their churches.

at

World. Situations procured for co! Bpetent pupils.
Fall Term
ber 15. Send for circular to BE. TO
, Divector. . ([.
'6t30

7.30 A. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for 8, B.
Junction at 10.10 A. Mm.
8.30 A. M, train from Boston leaves Dover for Portland at 10.45 A. M.

gers will take the New London and Palmer R.R.,
stop at Tolland, and come thence by stage to Westford.
‘D.C. WHEELER, Clerk.

Conference, Tuesday
Delegates will pleasé

TotaLy,

FIFTEEN
DOLLAR
pays for a quarter’s instruction in any department,
under the most eminent masters, and for col
LESadvan! tages, equivalent to SEVENTY-FIVE
SONS inn addition,without extra
at the
CONSERVATOR
ENG:
OF UBIO,

Society,

Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N. Y.
everywhere.
.

SUMMER

the 1st church

its next

Treas.

address the Sec

Moth and Freckle Lotion.

HARMLESS.

Trains

M. will hold

um

/

C. A, FARWELL, Secretary.

Cor. Cortlandt & New Church Sts.,

The ladies of the Penobscot Y. M. Female Mission
Society are reminded that a report from each Q. M.
is expected at the next session of the Society, which
will be held in Houllott; Me: Aug. 19.
DELIA HAGGETT, Sec.
R.I.Q.

particulars,

31

to

Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

skin medicine.

by

Notice.

WESTERN

For further

Pittofleld, Maine.

from $1.60

Blackheads and Flesh-worms, use PERRY’S Improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great

ROCKINGHAM Q. M. will hold its next session in
Dover, commencing Aug. 20.
J. FOLLONTON, Clerk.

with the church in

rates.

varies

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE, I

S. 8. Lesson

L: B. TASKER,

and

everywhere.

dissatisfaction with

be held with

e price of board, in clubs,

For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

per month, or 75 cents

RB. F. FRANCISCO,

1.00

5.00
5.00

L. A. DEMERITT,

And TAN, use PERRY’S

Bates College.

Rev. Joseph Parker, author of * Ecce Deus”
and pastor of the new City Temple, London, is

now

there may

SANDWICH Q. M: wil

cording to their ability,or to the extent of reasonable expectation, the clergy, especially the rural

paturally

that

in Meredith, Aug. 22— 24.

that they can not be counted.
An item worth noticing appears in the report
of the committee of the Woolsey Fund of Yale
College.
It says that while the rich graduates
have not, as a class, contributed to the fund ac-

The Romanists

hour

the proceedings.

dists, we suppose, slide back and’ around so fast

that, with

price of the
each

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

Special Notices.

CHENANGO
Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church in Oxford,commencing at 7 o’clock,P. M.,
Aug. 22. Delegates are requested
to be on hand at

Baptists next, Presbyterians next, and the Episcopalians the shortest on the list. The Metho-

So

hi
Dover, N. H.

ble quarterly or yearly in advance, at thé office where
received.
tf

President Tuttle finds that the: Orthodox Con-

million.

The

50,00

New Hampton, N. H., the
scriber, consisting of House,

ing over four ounces, one cent, or, three cents a
quarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and
not over eight ounces, double this rate, and so on.
On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, paya-

ten, and the schools for the middle class and poor

the church in Milton, Most of the churches
were represented, and all but two reported their
statistics. The meeting was one of interest, and
we hope will be gobd in its results to the church
in that place and to all who were present from.
other churches.
Votedto recommend
to the
churches to aid the ¥. Mission Society by contributing
to its funds before the next session as
mueh as they are able to do. Voted that a tax
of ten cents per member for all of the resident
members be assessed on the churches to defray
Q:! Meeting expenses, and to aid
destitute
churches; to be paid at the next session, in
September.
Voted
that the next session be
held with the church in Harrison, the, first
Wednesday in September,
A collection of gix
dollars was taken for Foreign Missions.
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.

a vial

No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
]

Mrs N P Pray, Tamworth, N H,
1.00
Mrs PG True, Ogden, N Y. to con. herself L M,
20.00
Woman's Miss,
» Main St eh, Lewiston, Me, per
P 5 Bean, $20 of same to support E Chase in 050
India,
Womais Miss. Soc, Haverhill, Mass, per
AJ Dooo | At
n,
:

per hundred.
Postage :—In packages to one address, not weigh-

The cars of several western Railroads are supplied with Bibles, which are placed in racks, consisting of cast-iron frames,with the words ‘Read
and return” wrought into them.”

are about a thousand.

PAPERS.

Papers will be one cent

cation by the Omniscient Judge.”

number

only 35 cents

'eacher.

1.00

9.00

Mission

4?

athematics.
CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal De.
A
a) rtment,
Miss
LINDA C. VICKERY, Tedcher of French.
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.
Penmanship ‘will be taught by an experienced

1:00

Y x: per A G Brann,

F. B. Woman’s

attacks of colds and fevers.

and

1.00

‘

C. 0. LIBBY,

2,

Miss

|.

690

LESSON

L.

demands *‘ separation until the day of final vindi-

most nobly

up

3.50
500

Hampton, N H, per F H Lyford,

Dover, N. H.

10

Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and

Blackberry, Ill, per J Thomas,
9,26
Sugar Grove, Ill,
hi
2.00
Rev G P Ramsey, Mrs M Ball, 85 each; Mrs Waful,
Mrs I Aig
m, 2,50 each; Mrs C Brayton,
Mrs M
t,
Mrs I C Howe, Dr. 8 R Millington, $1 each; Mrs Stillman, Mrs W Larned,
Mrs F M Trask, Mrs E Serry,.50 each; Poland,
NY,perGP Ramsey,
:
.
21.00

4 Notices and Appointments.

Presbyterian, of New Orleans,

clergy, have responded
to the object.

break

6.50

NH,

Mary L Marston, Effingham, N H,

It iS RELIABLE

Druggists.

ses-

o

deo

Pleasant,

There are about 75,000 Baptists in Alabama,

greater colleges

the

College chapel was crowded with eager listeners
to hear a lecture delivered by Hiram Collier,
Prof. of General and Agricultural chemistry and

not only because

received the co-operation of many citizens, so
that at its dedication there was but a small debt

and preaching at 7, each Sunday, and a prayermeeting Friday nights at 7 8-4 o’clock.

in his usual eon versational and pleasitig manner,
clearly set beforé all the only proper course to

On

just been

hereafter are to be a Sabbath school at 4, P, M.,

found in the 18th verse of the 19th chapter of
Luke, ‘‘ Occupy'till T come.”—The President,

furm.

has

dedicated in that city, It is well located, a
model of architecture, and capable of seating
several hundred persons. The movement has

want in that locality.

graduating class, ' The theme of his-discourse

to

25.00
X

ner,

Huntington, V1, per L Sargent,

|

‘Perms,

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER,
A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.

8.00
8.00

Chamberlin,
Berwick, Me, to redeem pledge
made in Star over the signature of George C

Minnesota

2t32

nate, and

renewed, and licenNiles and M. G. Corappointed to address
session, at HopkingD. 8. SMITH, Clerk.

are the

in-

o study.

Summer term commences

12.00
5.00

Washington,

Take Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Purgative Pellets, or
Sugar-Coated, Concentrated Root and Herbal Juice,
Anti-Bilious Granules, for Jaundice, Constipation,
Biliousness, Inflammation or Irritation of the Bladder, accompanied by pain or frequent calls to uri-

General.

preachers

Its

cript.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

gregationalist

1872,

ull course

'| Fall term commences Aug. 21; 1873:

2.50

Laconia, N H,

§

%y Morcha! ad

9.00

Mrs 8 G White, Huntington, Pa,for fantal Mission,
r P 8 Burbank
»

The best use you can make of seventy-five-cents
will be to buy a game of Avilude, the most instructive and delightful game ever published. If your
dealers have not got it send the money to West &
Lee, Worcester, Mass., who will forward it by mail,
post-paid.
“The best of its class.”—Boston Evening Trams-

The new Methodist rnle of discipline prohibit=

Dedicated.

A neat chapel, built mainly by the efforts of

Baccalaureate sermon before the members of the

The

ing-rooms at the railroad depots.

J. MALVERN, Clerk of Council.

students, were such as to merit the highest eulogy.
.
The exersises began July 20th, at 3 o’clock, P.
M., in the College ehapel.
Rev. James Calder,
D. D., President of the College, delivered a

with

sion at Burke.
A very good season was enjoyed.
Rev. E. B. Fuller was appointed Cor. Del. to

Palmer, a

Mrs ¥ H Lyford,

TE
E———
can easily be made by ener-

o

Furnishes
ical and Ladies’
weeks.

443
4
10,
8.

per 0 8 Perkims,

Nauey Jenness,

JH

+

CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, ME.
Preparatoty, Normal, Academn.
Colle,

10.00

A friend, Whitehall, N Y, per F M Hatch,

VEGETINE is composed of roots, barks and herbs.
1t is very pleasant to take; every child likes it.

Next session will be held with the Ridgebury

Dr.

Neufchatel

The Ladies prefer Eureka Machine twist on AC~
count of its superior strength, smoothness and elasticity. Every spool is full length.

Barton church.
The attendance was small, but
few churches being represented. The religious
meetings were interesting.
Sunday evening
4
arose
for
prayers. Revs. Rooney, from
Chemung (C.
Baptist), and J, W. Hills from Owego
Q. M. were present and preached to good acceptance. The reports indicate rather a low state
in religious interest.

licenses

lecture |

ro

MAINE

5.00
5.00

Anson Q M, Me, Jet J Carsley,
1st New Portland,
Me,
il

they were of a strictly religious character.

TrOY Q. M.—Held its annual session with the

The

to

per month

Chicago, Ill.

3%

Moffatt,
Melvin Village,

238

Rewer.
ol

DAR ake eriosael
plies sgh byRHEbeutiug
AMBRE:an

8

Hani
n
N om \ per
Maids

Thor-

Mechanical
; careful overs
Cadets. For ©

Phrtioulars free, Aarons a
‘COMPAN

10.20
2.00

’

atrobe, Pa,
Richardson,

|

i

Cor,LETHEO, h HYATT,
President.
fy
dp

00

¥

F

Shepherd,

Greenville, R I,

.

Mission.

Lake
sant, Pa, [ere H Baldwin,
M A Libby, Standish, Me,

we

tlefield, M. Ulmer, and Bro. G. W. Colby.

Jefferson Q. M.

a

¢

Mastin, per A Shepherd,
I's

ample; Buildings

Course of Studies extensive.

PP al

15.00

Stiles,
lle, Me, per E Knowlton,

Res k Phepherd,

was locked up, and that the association did not
propose to permit books out on Sunday’ unless

Next session with the church at Carver’s Harbor, Sept. 19-21,
E. Prescorr, Clerk.

Morey and M. White were
ses were granted to N. N.
lies. Rev. R. Parks was
the Sabbath school at next
ton, Sept. 19—21.

al

a, per D
treet, 8

FHnt,

who called for one of Dickens’s novels on that
day, was informed that that end of the library

Meeting

LAWRENOE (N. Y.) Q. M.-—~Held its June

Ys

!

Q M, Vt, per J D
Knowles,
, Concord, N a5

By

De

dis-

The Pittsburg Young Men’s Christian association’s library is open on Sunday, but a visitor,

its last
follow-

20—22.

.

=. : BILAS CURTIS, Treas.
BF

healthful; Gro

commodious;

Mrs 1 C Howe, $1;

Prof C Jordan, Peterboro, N H,

6,602,645 francs, or $1,000,000.

The Chicago Young Men’s Christian Association has entered upon the establishment of read-

read by Rev. L. L. Harmon and sung with a
zest by the congregation, and Rev.
Edwin
Blake gave the Benediction.
It was a solemn occasion, and attended by-the
divine presence and approval.

and high scholarship displayed on the part of its

on the

in North

some excellent remarks to the Lyman charch.
The Hymn * In the eross of Christ I glory” was

held, The great interest manifested on the part
of its friends and constituents, the great progress

place

church

Charge to Church, Rev. J. Nason.
After which
Rev. C. E. Blake, father of the candidate, made

agricul-

mowers

Baptist

E. Tuttle ; Hund of Fellowship, Rev. J. Malvern;

tural college of Penn. were, this year, the most
interesting and pleasant the College has ever

and,

Free

by Rev. P. Smith; Sermon, by Rev. W. H,
Bowen, from Rom. 4: 16; Consecrating Prayer,
Rev. L. H, Witham; Charge to Candidate, Rev.

Pennsylvania Agricultural College.

of reapers’

or-

Scriptures read by Rev. W. J. Twort; Prayer,

Free Baptist church, on Sunday, July 20,
t
Com.

kinds

been

ton, was examined, found competent, and set
apart to the gospel ministry at Lyman, Maine,
July 17. The services were conducted in the
following order :—
;
;

Bath, Me. Five were admitted by bap-tism and three ‘by letter to the Corliss St.

of various

has

By a council appointed by the York Co. Q. M.,
Bro. Edwin Blake, of the Theo. sehool at Lewis-

Me.,

afternoons

of

Ordination.

Free Press says:—* A very pleasant union
baptismal eervice was enjoyed last Sabbath
noon, at the north end in this city, by the
Freewill Baptist and Second Baptist churches, Rev. Mr. Knowlton baptizing six, and
Rev. Mr. Rattray five persons. A large
and attentive assembly witnessed the solemn yet delightful veremony.”

as instructors,
i
On Tuesday and Wednesday

ladies

Ean,

Mrs

8. Creek church, Sept. 26-28.

Danville, Vt.

Revivals, &.

Tuesday

Address

A. P, HOUGHTALING, a graduate from Bates
Theological School, has accepted a call to become

stronger, to take up

classes began, continuing through

pleased

Edgecomb,

The

nosburg
Lam!

'E

A

1.80|

Mrs

i £ 8

in subscriptions during the year

by his unremit-

June

H

.

ter, Pa~(For Boarders only.)
Session o
Rael
10th,
hion evaiod and

*. 8.00 ough Instruction in Civi
the Classics, an
4.52 | ing,
MW
5.00 the orale and orf

{Fatul,
2.50; Mrs 'W Lar-

Stillman, $01

Mrs

Foreign

G W

the cliurch at Burr Oak,
H. C. INMAN, Clerk.

at S. Montville

.

nn

come during the fifty-first year of its work shows
an increase of nearly 582,000 franes upon the income of the previous year, and amounts to

|

Q. M.—Held its last session

;

mon Porisionth

Dr,8 R Millington,
$1, by Rev G P
Poland, NY,
Tabi

The society for the propagation of the faith of
Rome, the most extensive missionary society in
existence, has issued a summary of its receipts

weather
was fine, attendance good,’ and the
meetings
of
the
session
interesting. Bro.
Charles Bailey, of Chelsea, received license to
Preach the gospel for one
year. Delegates to
early Meeting are Revs. J. Small, W.
H. Lit-

ed $25.00 to the Treas. of the Woman’s Board.
This is a commendable beginning and might
serve as a copy for others.

pastor of the

displayed in our covenant

with

Jad

during September,

Resolved, That we deeply sympathize with his

ganized only about a month, yet it has forward-"

our burdens and labor still for the Master.
+ A. G. BRANN, Clerk pro tem.

‘Wednesday.

of labor.

HELP.

The

The

of the Washington

Pere Hyacinthe is

Conf, Friday, at 2 o’clock, P, M,
J. W. INGERICK, Clerk.

bereaved family.

and faithful

forms us that although the society

the gospel to the people. We were placed
under very grateful obligations to the Methodist society here, Rev. Bro. Haven,pastor,
who kindly opened to us their meeting
house during the entire session. With a
few kind words, we bade each other farewell for another year, and separated, with

the talents

Mission

M.

interest.

ting toil ; but now that he has passed away
believe that our loss is his eternal gain.

the F. B. church in Haverhill, Mass., have got
their Auxiliary Mission Society in successful
operation, and the Cor. Sec., R. T. Wade, in-

HoustonQ. M.,who. presented the claims of

achieved by a right use of all

devoted

minister,
who wants a field

quickening.
Ministers present: C. Payne, Hennepin
Q. M.; M. Il. Smith snd-R. Poston, St.
Croix Q. M ; and A. G. Brann; Winona and

of the

any

was

Q.

unusual

and administered to our wants

to take

be

Fhen C. Clisby, or James Philbrick,
Me.

earnest, spiritual and

The commencement exercises

with

Catterangus

of

has constantly met with us in Quarterly

pastorate of

Me.,

would

one

MN

Coucord, N,H.,

| August 20.

Resolved, That we are deeply bereaved by the
death of Eid. A, Loomis, who for many
years

Apa-

to take effect

Edgecomb,

churches

The September session will be held with the
Middlebury ¢hurch at the Roe Schoolhouse,

S8.R.E.

Sept. 1, the committee

to correspond

especially the social meeting of Saturday

Rockland,

in

the

le, N

hd

Brayton, boy

ned,

«

Thirty-three young men have been admitted
to the freshman class of Bates College. ‘The
next examination of candidates ‘will occur

Five of our ministers

CEDAR VALLEY, Iowa, Q. M.—Held
session with the Orchard. church. The

He would like to correspond

the F. B. church

though

Association

trict.

ing resolution was passed:

j

G. W. JONES having resigned the

Friday before the 4th Sab-

attended,

years ago last winter.

X.Y. Z

Me.. church,

Christian

Rev. John P. Smith, who died about twenty-one

REV. 8. W. PERKINS has resigned the pastorate of the Canton,

well

spirit’s power

Benediction

interests

ra)

'im-

meeting Saturday afternoon.
Conference passed
*Ppropriate resolutions on the death ef Bro.
m. F. Warriver, and took measures to procure grave stones to be placed over the grave of

small, both of ministers and laymen ; conse- shurch that may desire his services, and the
quently but little business was done, ex- Canton church also. needs a psstor. Address
\
cept the usual round that each session im- Wm. Coolidge.
[3
poses. The tinge of holding the Y. M. was |

The

very

present,
besides Bro. Livingston (MethoBro. Yale (Protestant Methodist) and Bro.

meeting . was:

ren of our own or ofher denominations,as far
us may be convenient, to meet with us and take

egation from the several Q. M's was very

ME.

was

/

ENNSYLVANIA MILITARY ACADEMY, Ches-

XL

4.30

Nis Jul M Jordan, i r
4
!
r
ey
i
Ate
as hb) Dover. NH.
Gland River Q M, Mich,
per L, B Potter,
88, Ea
Will
town, Vt,
for Mrs Smith, Balasore,

A, E. WILSON, Clerk.

Calvin Dodge of the

lachin are moving on slowly but surely. Our
new church, which has been so long in building,
is now nearly completed, and by leave of divine
providence will be dedicated with appropriate
services on Thursday, Aug. 14, at 11 o’clock, A.
M. We cordially invite all ministers and breth-

interest and steadfastness prevailing.
Considerable embarrassment was 'experienced in transacting the business of the Y.
M., on account of the absence of all records,
.and also of the Clerk, who was detained on
account of sickness in his family. The del-

RockrLaNDp,

Babbath

Lone,

axmon,
Whitfl
.
v
"EN
Greenville oh RT od op Perkins, roti

The session will be long remembered

ing was

Ministers and Churches.

G. Brann, Clerk pro tem.

heart made

the

Sept. 5—T7.

Last but not least the presenta-

the exercises were concluded

The Minnesota Y: M. held its abnaal session at Diamond Bluff, Wis., July 11-13.
M, H. Smith was chosen Moderator, and A.

and

the social

profits le. The com-

Qu Mass, per D R Wallace,

A

as one of the precious seasons in our Clitistian

Minnesota Y. M.

faith

kr

spiritual,

experience. - Colléction for missions, $16.50.
.
Next session with the North Scriba church,

too great to justify their

by Rev. Dr. Hamill,

afternoon, which was

was

munion'seasonon

tion of prizes, several in number, to those seccessful in the past year, took place, after which

the work that devolves upon them, nor del-

changed to the

wee kn

The preaching

return to College. The presentation of Diplomas
then toak place, by which was conferred upon
every member of the class, the degree of Bache-

behind.

3

kedp a'“balance on hand. The congrégution
pledges itself, young and old, to lay by one cent
a day per member
for all church purposes, and

e businesso

were
dist),

Let not the Free Baptists of Vermont forget

a good

The fetioh Wak ono of he. most

were not all represented.

bers of the clags

Baste

but mot

all the incidental expenses, of the church, the
quota assigned for missionary purposes, various
sums for other benevolent purposes, and the
Convention assessments, and yet manages to

th

to a pleasing and meriorious address by a mem-

putting forth strenuous efforts in the di-

Q. M's, with

its last session with

ber of the graduating class, Miss R. H. Ewing,
of Angola, Ind. Owing to a change made in
graduation from Dec. to July, not all ‘the mem-

and

answered,

Rev. dharles Whitehead
' fell dead. recently,
‘while ‘administering the communion in the

:

BRADFORD AND T10GA Q. M.~Held its June
session with the Stony Fork church, The meet-

; tion of Christians is realizing these facts and

‘the several

bh

the ringing of the bell to the College chapel. Here
we witnessed many pleasant sights and listened

Now, since every intelligent denomina-

Revivals and additions were

Held

rot

nteresting we ever enjo:

and Rev.

D.

D.

Ry Hamill,

Rev.

Mission.
piv
{
Wilton Ch, Me, per Daniel Peas,

‘wishing more definite ‘information. |

The communications: were
one of the thirty-six went.

vk
d Ullboroe rina June ad
Tho
churches were well ‘represented by | letter 'and

meetings interesting an

the dozen.

be

ITT

the Conference

hamlet will count its college graduates by

rection of education, let us not

fey

of English Literature, was unanimously awarded

,The ministers now arising too will be
placed before far more intelligent audiences’
than their fathers, when

wh

M. Gi Earbard, respectively of Oak Hall and
Pine Grove Mills, Pa. 1.
{3
"Thursday, graduation day, dawned clear and
bright. At 10 1-2 o'clock we were summoned by

the assault of skepticism.

village

Fob

to: Thos. W. Burkholder, by the committee,
of Gen. Jus. A. Beaver, of
which consisted
Bellefonte,

Home

Ssiioo} received a very: hearty support. Our Preshyterian church at Amboy, N. J., ©
ay evenings
at every session are devoted’
2;
A Protestant,
Episcopal parish in Obio, hy
promises good, re-.
to hee school work, andit
-adopting.the ‘ que-cent-p.day” plan, has paid
sults,
.
I. B. DREW, Clerk.

and the College. The prize, which consisted of
‘two very fine volumesof Chamber's Cyclopedia

than for the last. All the forces of learning
and sbionce willbe arrayed against relig-

‘ministers,

el
pe esy HE Ryay cinta]
ch ahe
exercises eid or Rtn.
the 8.

P. Dawning. Brdoklyn, N. Y.,~sub., * Perse
vere F. : Crumbaugh, jr., Chicago; Ill; sub,
* Will he succeed?’ C. G; Campbell, Johnstown,
Pa., sub,, ¢* Arbitration ;” Thos. W. Burkholder,
Harrisburg, Pa., Sub,, {* Love, the true source
of power.”—These gentlemen showed in their
subject matter a more complete preparation and

We need a moyement among all our
membership and especially among our minpatronage

O.

ville, Pa., subject, * Thought the reformers”

recelved thirty-dix applications from as many

Q. M.—Held fits last session with

the
church in
Salem,
July 11, '1873. Notwithstanding the hurried season of the year, the
shurchos were well represented, both by letter
and
delegation, and a very precious season’ was

subjects were as follows: J. A. Bilis, Hughes-

ing our Religious Literary Institutions.

isters towards

OAKLAND

class who should compose and deliver the best
English oration, | The contestants with their

In Tamworth, July
Henry
July

4, by

Rev.

J. Runnells,

E. C. Howard, of Porter, Me.
In

Mr.

Metcalf and Miss Sarah Cushing, both of T+
6, Mr. 8. H, K. Stacy, of Madison, and Miss M.

Brownfield,
July 20, by

4

Rev.

A.

»

G. Hill,

Mr

Warren V. Thureton, of Eaton, N. H., and Miss Ella
Trip, of Porter, Me.
In Barrington, July 4, by Rev. A. C. Peaslee, Mr.
H. F. Brock and Miss Nettie Cater, both of B.
Tn S. Montville, July 15, by Rev. E. Knowlton, Mr,
Oscar L. Douglass and Miss
of Liberty.

Eita E.

Sherman, both

1n Epsom, July 8 by Rev. J. Baker, Mr. Warren S.
Bicktord and Miss Sarah J. Hall,both of KE, July 17,
Mr- Frank A. Bickford, of E., and Miss Juliette F,
.
. Gray, of Palmyra, Me.
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Poetry.
Darwinism
:

pleased to see her.
'
Mrs. Fenton bustled about, arranging the
pillows, smoothing out the spread, looping

Kitchen.

up one curtain and

———

talking

1 was takin’ oft my bonnet
One arternoon, at three,
‘When a hinseck jump’d upon it,

i

sick his wife was,

Bays I,
Surelle my senses
Is a-gettin’ in a fog!”
So to drownd it I commences,
‘When it halters to a frog.

¢
Mr.
her
“

Here my heart began to thump,

well.

And no wonder I felt funky ;
Leaped hisself into a monkey.

G

Hy
to-day.

Aud observed, with great surprise,
That that monkey was a man.

I' expected

Really, Emeline,

how

much

not afford to
very pleasant

such things must be.” Thus for an hour
Mrs. Fenton rattled on, unheeding the sick
woman's gathering
tears
and varying
color. When she was gone Mr. Truman

drew a sigh of relief, saying to his wife,

Have developed from a flee

‘ Don’t mind it, Emeline, she has
what you suffer,”

.
—Judy

no
“

idea

Just after sunset Mrs. Levine came in.
She too was cheerful and pleasant faced,
but ever discreet and thoughtful, a very
treasure for a friend. She did not say
much, but every act, look and tone breathed of sympathy witn the afflicted. Mrs.
Truman felt this, and was cheered by her
presence. It was pleasant to have Mrs,
Levine sit by her side and push back the
hair from “her throbbing temples. Her
very presence seemed a balm, a blessing ;
and many were the prayers that ascended
from the heart of the sufferer that this dear
friend might ever rest in the sunlight of

in the Well.

Sir Reynard once, as Ive heard tell,
Had fallen into a farmer’s well,

‘When wolf, his cousin, passing by,

Heard from the depths his dismal ery. ©

| ‘Over the wheel a well-chain hung,
From which two empty buckets swung;
At one, drawn up beside the brink,
The fox had paused no doubt to drink,
And putting in his head, had tipped
The bucket; fox and bucket slipped,
And, hampered by the bail he fell,

Ag 1 have said, into the well,

God's smile,

As down the laden bucket went,

Hardly had Mrs. Levine left
Mr. Wallace called. He was
who had been the friend and
Mrs. Truman’s father. She

The other made its swift ascent.
His cousin, wolf, beguiled to stop,
Listened astonished at the top;
Looked down, and, by the uncertain light,
Saw Reynard in a curious plight ,—

~~

.

him well, when a child, but

when Rev.
an old man
associate of
had known

kad

him for nearly twenty years.
After conversing with Mr.

There in his bucket at the bottom,
Calling as if the hounds had gol him!

not

seen

Truman

for

some time, the minister turned to Emeline,

o

saying: ‘‘ You seem to be deeply
What is the state’of your mind ?”

‘ What do you there?” his cousin cried,
¢ Dear cousin wolf,” the fox replied,
¢ In coming to
well to draw

The voice, the ‘face

Some water, what &’ye think I saw?
still below;
did not know
behold!
with gold,

and

the

afflicted.

manner

the man, whom she had so often heard

-

of

en-

gaged in argument with her father, recalled
the memoryof that sainted parent vividly
to her mind, together with her more recent
grief, in the loss ‘of her little ‘ones, and
Emeline could orly answer with a flood of

Enough to buy ourselves and wives
Poultry to last us all our lives!”

tears. -

The wolf’'made answer With a grin,

¢ Dear mel I thought you’d tumbled in!

Mistaking these tears as the sign of an
unregenerate heart and a rebellious spirit,
Mr. Wallace thought it his duty to talk to

‘What, then, is all this noise abeut#”
“ Because I could not draw it out,
I called to you,” the fox replied;

her as he would have talked to one ot his

¢¢ First help me; then we will divide.”

| own

“ How P “ Get into the bucket there.”

daughters;

so he

said:

*“ Well,

my

child, you must remember that woman’s
sin was great, therefore her suffering must

The wolf, too eager for a share,
Did not one mowent pause to think:
There hung the bucket by the brink,

As down he went,

be great. To them there can be no release,
in this life, from the curse pronounced upon

<

The cunning fox made his ascent,

mother Eve.”

Being the lighter of the two.

*“

How glad I am you came to help!”
Wolf struck the water with a yelp;
The fox leaped out. ‘** Dear Wolf,” said he,
“ You’ve been so very kind to me,
P11 leave the treasure all to you;

is very

evident

I hope ’t will do you good ! Adieu!

women

are under

There comes the farmer!’ Off he shot,
And disappeared across the lot,
Leaving the wolf to meditate
Upon his miserable fate,—
To flattering craft a victim made,
By his own greediness betrayed!

tion, servitude and suffering is the penalty
which woman must ever pay for the sin of
her first mother. You weep, my child,
and my heart bleeds for you, but these pun-

The Suily Girdle
BY MARILLA.
OO

The room in which Mrs. Truman

lay

was shaded by maples and woodbines,
where the summer breeze seemed to linger
for a cooling dranght before coming to the

With

what a

longing glance her eyes turned to the open

door.

How she wished she could go out

just once more, if it were only to sit for a
moment under the trees. Two years before, Emeline

summer,

lying

Truman

in

this

had

been

same.

sick

room,

suffering just as she suffered mow.

all

and

No,

not just as she suffered now, for then the
sick-rooms was cheered by the presence of
a blue-eyed, fair-haired child a year old.
Now the little prattler was still in death,
and

within the last

month,

another,

their

only one, had been laid by

its side.

How

many times during that weatisome sickness
did she think that-she wonld willingly have
‘borne all this suffering without a murmur,

if her children could had been spared.

¢¢ Still,” she would say to her ‘husband,

*t I'would not rebel. I feel that Christ, in
hig great love for his children, does just
what is best for us. Had T been well when
our darlings were taken I might never have

geen it thus, but lying here all these months,
and longing, as only the sick ean long, for
‘sunlight,

for

rest,

for

freedom,

I have

been led to see our Sayiour’s goodness

and

kindness in such a glorious light that I love

and trust him as never before.”
Mr. Truman felt cheered

this

world,

condemnation.

all

Afflic-

and

strength-

ened by this trustful, submissive spirit, still
he found it very hard, at times, to be recon

ciled to the sorrows that multiplied

from them, or accept them without humble
submission, you can be no child of his.”
‘If my wife were not too sick to converse

with

you,”

said

Mr,

Truman,

around

‘I

think she would tell you that her heart
would shrink from worshiping a being

who thus condemned all womankind,

Visitors in the Sick-room.

couch of the sick woman.

in

ishments are sent by God, and if you shrink

==Our Young Folks.

—

that,

but

that she believed our God to be

one

who

loved the world,

his

own

and

even

gave

punishment, rather than a tender, parental

chastdning?

:

The feelings thus agitated

easily calmed,

could

not

be

and for several days her

fever ran so high that Mrs: Truman's friends
had reason
to fear that she would never
recover.

Her pastor often called to see her,

Emeline while the nurse went out for a and, committing her to God's care, had
Presently

a quick,

springing

at

Father doth not willingly
dren.”

afflict his chil

«I know we are; but they tell us such pas-

sages bave reference to man only.”
“They can not be justified there, for Paul

tells us that ‘there is neither bond nor free,
there is neither male nor female ; for ye are

a Som, yet learned he obedience

by the

these trials, which seeni So dark now, would

left, without seéking to draw her into

con-

. step
was heard, and Mrs. Fenton, one of versation. One morning, however, mnotictheir neighbors,came in. She was a cheer- ing that Mrs. Truman was much depressed
“ful, though somewhat thoughtless woman, in epirit, he waited, hoping that, without
0

ba
de

ot PRE
wpe
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“Literary Review.

"Miss Preston is as fresh, and breezy,
and piquant, and semi-audacious, and self-re
strained ag

ever

LECTURES AND SERMONS.
By the
Vo.
Morley Bunshon, LL. B. Boston: ‘ stes We&
.
.»
12mo,
p,
A
iT.
Lave & Co.
Ds
WR, Bold'y ny
Mr. Punshon is one of the few lecturers and
preachers whose performances keepup with his

promise, and whose reputation

does not become

endangered by time and repeated hearings.
He
is fresh, positive, bold, fervid, and an ¢minent
master of assemblies. His spoken word is more
effective than his written, for he puts lis strong

to go, but then you know papa was
so tired, and there was nobody to take carc
about the noise; and you must not speak so

loud now ; it will just wake him
after all.”

‘I'he lectures here appearing are those whieh
have won him no small or doubtful fame on both
sides of the sea. They have been frequently and

right up,

widely spoken to large gnd appreciative audiences. The intellectual vigor which they em-

body is abundant ; the thought

‘But, as it happened, papa had been awake
several minutes, and had come to the

criminated

win-

and clear;

the

they carry ig dis-

style

is picturesque

and foreible ; the quotations, references and met

dow just in time to see the little frizzlehead thrown back laughing and shaking at

aphors indicate a wide and careful reading; the
logic and the imagination are interfused; there
ure both wit and humor iu the author, and neither is forbidden a place in his address; and the

the idea of anybody so little as Teddie stay-

ing home from the cherry tree to take care
of anybody so big as papa; in time, too, to
see a tear roll down the little brown cheek,

moral and evangelical tone of the whole perform-

ances is most unequivocal and eminent. There
look as bright and clear as his own glorious
are six lectures and four sermons bound up in
sunlight. That time will come. Then as Teddies tip-toed back to the hall door, his the volume, besides
an account of his visit to
earth’s suffering ones will rejoice that they heart almost breaking between thinking of Whitefield’s tomb and to Plymouth Rock, His
were thus taught to ‘let patience have her the lost cherries, and of being so little that lectures are devoted respectively to Daniel in
perfect work,’ that they might present he eould do no good to any one so big as Babylon, Macaulay, John Bunyan, Wesley and
themselves to God ‘perfect and entire, papa. But when Teddie peeped softly in his Times, Florence and the Florentines, and
wanting nothing." Though this chastening the door and saw papa looking bright and the Huguenots, His sermons deal with Kindness
to the Poor, The Salvation of Israel, The Lord's
is indeed grievous, I trust it'will yet yield refreshed after his good sleep, and felt the Supper,
and the Transfi
The high
n.
the peaceable fruits of righteousness, the kiss which said, *my little Teddie has done spiritual aim of the preacheguratio
r appears in almost
you can thank God for it all.”
: all, all this for me,” plainer than any words every paragraph of the lectures, and the direct,
Fearing he had already talked too long, could, be forgot all about cherries, and energetic and practical qualities of the lecturer
the pastor bade his friends ‘‘good morning,” about being so very little, and knew that to come out in each of the sermons. It is Punshon
and left them, to visit others who were give happiness was in truth to receive it, ull the while, for he never sinks his personality
nor forgets his great errand as a helper of men
sick.
and that, though only ‘little’ Teddie,” he and a servant of God.

When

they, were again alone, Mr. Truman

looked inquiringly into his wife’s face, hoping to find there more of joy thwn he had
seenof late, and he was not disappointed.
“Oh, how ungrateful I have been!" she

said at length.

“I have so often wished

and prayed that I might be brought nearer
to Christ and his unspeakable love, and
when, in his own way, he was drawing me
nearer. and nearer, I more than half feared
he bad nevéx accepted me. I trust him

had done papa good.— Observer.

:

|.

Baby’s Discovery.

vi

Little Jenny sat up in bed and rubléd her

eyes. What could it be?

Yes,

Soldiers?

voices and

vere that day, but through God's grace she sound of many

of—of-well,

could bear them silently. Just before dark: "Jenny could not decide what the rest of the
several little girls came in to bring flowers, sound was like. Could it not be that church
knowing they and their gifts were always was coming out, and that the music-man
welcome in this sick room. One girl, a up behind the curtain was pliying ‘Pop
sweet, trustful child, pressed her cheek to goes the weasel P" * Jenny thought not,
By this timé she was so wide awake that
the pillow, close to her friend's burning
decided to get up. It was not very
she
face, and whispered, ‘I am so sorry for
you, but Jesus loves you I know.” Another hard to climb from her erib into the big bed
gave her a bouquet of roses; sweet wild beside it, but it was hard for such a little
roses they were, fresh from God’s own gar- girl as Jenny to get from that big bed to
den, nurtured by his tender hand. These the floor. - However, a chair stood close by;
and so the little one soon reached the floor
awakened many a hallowed thought in the
she hardly knew how.
sufferer’s heart. Remembering God’s care
The room was almost dark, but the door
for the roses and lilies she wag reminded
of his greater watchfulness for his children’s was not quite closed, and the crack looked
like a line of fire. That was because
welfare.
Thinking thus,she was comforted
v
hall was so very light.
the
and slept.

“OH!

Way

whispered little Jenny,
of merry

and sounds

“Hush I” whispered Teddie, with his finger on his lips, ‘‘papa is asleep.”
“Well, what if he is?” said Horrie, puffing, and out of breath;

“I guess

I am

ing to have my kite.’

as sh

stepped into the hall and heard more ' plainly than before music and laughing voices,

to be Happy.

Now I know

what

commotion.

*‘Oho!

peoples

the big

when we childln goes to bed!

does

They play

like everysing!” In a moment her bare
.go- little feet were pattering on the cold oilcloth ; then they hushed themselves on the

‘You must not come in now,” whispered
Teddie through the door crack, holding the

door as tightly as possible with his little
chubby hand. “I am keeping everybody
‘away: I'll get the kite.”
So Horrie stuck his hands in his pockets,
and whistled and waited, swinging round
this way and that way, first-on one foot and
then on the other.
3
“Hush !” whispered Teddie, slipping the
kite through the crack. ‘Your boots

down

she

went,

this night was

like

every

Down,

soft stair carpet.

quite sure that

other night when the *‘chillen” were in bed,

aud fully expecting to sce all “the big

peo-

ples” with dolls and toys in their bands.
The little one did not see exactly that, but

before she had traveled very far down

stairway, she saw quite enough
her bright eyes

stare with

the

make

astodighment—

for, though Jenny did not know i, mamma
was having a grand “‘party.” The lights,
the

squeak, they do.”

scent

of the

flowers,

the music,

the

utes he was sound, sound. asleep ; and I've the editors of this place may be brought to

been keeping everybody still so that he realize the danger of their situation.”
could get a good lopg rest.”
|. The man who has been condemuvid- to
*‘And you never came to gel a‘gingle|ren
the Credit Mobilier investigation
cherry. -Oh my, but we had lots, an lots, through has petitioned for a commutation
and lots I—and Lucy Watson ! she got twice of the sentence fo imprisonment for life.

{as many as 1 did;

and you could

have

had

He is’ a man of rare gifts

dnd eminent power.
The forces in him would
anywhere make themselves felt, and anywhere
men would crowd about him, hang on his lips,
quote him, honor him, follow him, and be kind-

led and lifted by

it must be soldiers. She could hear music
distinctly, and a tramping of feet. The
soldiers seemed to be running or jumping
up and down instead of marching, but
“They can’t march in
fully now.
What I can not know here 1 that was nothing.
shall know hereafter, just when God any other way,” thought Jenny, ‘‘because
that’s just the way the music goes!”
pleases; and all will be well.”
Then she listened again. There was a
Mrs. Truman's sufferings were Yery se-

One

SAN

in this new. volume,

drawn some

She

has certainly

taking portraits of Julius

May

and
Clara Benson,~portraits which are
full of hyman features and underlain with qualiti
es which

make her lovers magnetic rather than weakly

sentimental,

She does not attempt

to sof

us two perfect young people, nor to showbefore
us the
working of the strong

and tender passion
from all the phases and developments that free
ren.
der it liable

to oriticistn,

She has shown us cer-

tain aspects of character and types of life that
are thoroughly
realistic, anwhich
I must have them for Juncheon to-morrow— and magnetic personalinto
d must now
ity
the ‘living ‘'volee
as | and then awaken
dissent and call out silent proI might spare you four, maybe, and maybe he can not ‘wholly patit int the silent lines. test; but her book, taken
as & whole and
ordLuey might spare you ‘six; that makes"— And the caréfal and appreciative reader will ing
to its ‘real intent, is' one that will be
found
perceive
that he writes with an audience ever equall
counting on her fingers—'‘let me see, why,
y full of zest and wholesomenesi. Her
presentto
thought, and that he seems to be hame
on the title-page of any book may be safeit would be quitea lot! six and four make haranguing histhem
from his study . chair and the 1y accepted as
proof that the oontents ar
ten; but I just do think you might have pointof his pen.’ ‘But his printed page earries
at e
once
artistic and exhilarat
Whoever fails to find
gone to get your own; and®——
strong forces and an immense #mount of mental this volum
thus ministering to the esthetic and
“But, sister,” broke in Teddié, *1 don’t magnetism,so that they who have heard lim in intellectuale nature
may suspect that the faultis
the
pulpit
and
on
the
platfor
m readily live over in the reader's brain
want yours a bit; only just to taste. I did
rather than in the suthor's
those
experie
nces as they peruse these pages.
want

But away scampered
Horrie, click- beautiful ereatures in white, blue and pink
Son as a rahsom for us, and, loving us so
truly, he would not willingly afflict those ing his heel at every step; untangling his gauze dresses that seemed floating through
bobs and fixing his strings, and stumbling the hall at the foot of the staircase, were'
who trust in him.”
h
“We will not stop to argue-the point .over Aunt Susan’s rocking-chair,- carrying more than she could bear,
“It’s
Hebbin!”
she
cried
aloud.
“It's
a
clatter
every
inch
of
the
way.
now,” said Mr. Wallace, gently. * I must
Hardly had the door-latch clicked behind angels!” and then between delight and fear,
hasten on my journey. Let us ask God's
him, when a merry little voice, laughing in ‘the little one screamed frantically, “Mamblessing before we part.”
While on his knees the aged minister for- great glee, came nearer and nearer up the ma! mamma! mamma !”
“Oh! the dear,sweet,precious little midggot that he had a creed to support, and re- lane and in at the howed-up shutters.
et!”
exclaimed a young lady, suddenly
membering that it was the daughter of his *“There she comes now,” said Teddie. to
friend, who was sick and sorrowing, he himself, peeping through the lattice. *‘I'll looking up at the sound of Jenny’s baby
voice, and spying the pretty baby figure
lifted his. whole soul in supplication for just go this minute and meet her.”
divine aid and consolation; asking, with
But before he could tip toe to tha door, standing there in its white night-gown.
Jenny heard no more—she felt sure thut
tears, that the dove of peace, trust and
the big latch in the hall came up with a
gladness might rest upon -that household. click, and a bustling, frizzle-headed little one of the angels was coming up-stairs after
girl came bouncing in, just commencing her,and away she toddled, crying, tripping,
When, in parting, he took Mr. Truman’s
some exclamation, when she spied Teddie and climbing, until she suddenly found herhand, the latter could not forbear saying.
self folded close in her nurse’sarms. Nurse,
“ Ah, my good friend, your heart is a on his tip-toes and his finger on his lip.
great deal better than your creed.”
“My! what's the matter, Teddie?” she] giving her a cake, coaxed the little one
Mrs. Truman's sensitive heart had been said, all earnestness in a minute; ‘has back to her ‘crib again where the angel
deeply wounded by the thought, suggested mamma got that dreadful headache again P? could not find her. And at last Jenny
dropped asleep in the midst of the music
by the minister’s words, that, after all, per“No,” he said, laughing and pulling her
haps her name was uot written in the out the door, and farther and further along that floated through the bright crack of the
* book of life.” Might it not be that she the porch, and peeping into the tiny lunch- door—dropped asleep with a half-eaten
.crackeroon, as she culled it, tightly clasped
was still among the number for whom
basket that was brimfull of red cherries.
Christ had died in vain? . She had often “You did get them! What a lot! Why; in ber hand, and a tear slowly drying upon
her cheek. * Meantime, the big people,
heard it stated that each Christian is able no, nobody is sick ; only papa came in from
down-stairs,
went on plying.— Hearth and
to read ‘another's heart, thus discerning his 'work so tired-looking, and when he gat
whether they have the spirit of Christ or down on the settee, 1 got him a pillow, Home,
not ; and was it not this that made her old without saying anything, and tucked it up
friend think that she was enduring a just in a bunch in the corner, and in two minA Ciergyman at Cedar Fulls prayed ‘‘that

him. * On this afternoon he left his work but finding her so sick he had usually
and came to the sick-room to take care of spoken
a few kindly words of symipathy,
few hours,

———————

et, and nobody can get them but Mike;
and, besides, mamma will not let you go
Bible teach us that all the sufferings which when there is nobody there like Lucy Watwe are called to endure, are sent upon wus son and me to see to you.”
i
by God, as a punishment for woman's sin?”
The tears were pretty nearly in Teddie's
“Oh no indeed!” was the quick reply. eyes, but he tried to keep them back, and
“There are some people, and well meaning still the frizzled, brown head went on. bobpeople too, no doubt, who have picked out bing up and down, and every way over the
a pussage here and there, which they think cherry basket, while the tongue trotted on,
justifies such a belief, but I do not so under- too, as fast as possible.
stand the Bible. We are taught that our
‘You see I could not spare you mine; for

Are we not redeemed through Christ ?”

asked Mrs. Truman,
Hes
*“ Those who are truly and soundly converted to God may be redeemed in another
world, but, from our present stand-point it

¢ That’s right! ha! ha! how well you do!

tr

mind, which was so unusual with her,
Presently she said: ‘‘Bro. Adams, does the

things which he suffered.’
There are
many passages of Scripture which seem to
have been writien on purpose to comfort
such sad and weary ‘sufferers as yourself.
I have sometimes wondered why God permitted such heavy afflictions to fall upon
his chosen ones, but my sister, let us ‘remember God's ways -arve divine, ours are
only human.
Could we gee as he sees, all

Why, it was

AUGUST

Wr

questioning, she might speak of this state of | can,because he's going to Danvers to mark-

do is to lie in this delightfully cool room,
and have so many callers, and such kind

for the neighborhood could
lose you.”
Dear, dear, how

“ But, as sure as Pm a cinder,
That party, what you see
A-gettin’ out 0’ winder,

STAR,

all one in Christ Jesus.! Let us believe this
rather than them, and let us remember too,
that our blessed Saviour, ‘Though he were

only last Sunday 1 heard our minister saying he ¢ trusted your life would be spared,

Then beginning to abuse me,
She says,¢ Sarah, you’ve been drinkin’ !”
1 says, “ No, mum, you'll excuse me,
But I’ve merely been a-thinkin’,

And in he stepped.

notice

CAAA

Co

you have been
wouldn’t mind
would only noall you have to

inquiries made about you.

vamsh’d from my sight,
I sunk upon the floor,
missis, with a light,
inside the kitchen door.

It glimmered bright and
You’ve seen it: but you
It was a treasure! Now,
P’ve got my bucket filed

Your

She has a gh fever mow,” observed
Truman, ‘ she looks differontly when
fever is off.”
.
Yes, but I am glad to see she is getting

theré is taken of you since
sick. I sometimes think {
being sick myself if people
tice me in this way. Here

Then I open’d wide my eyes,
His features for to scan,

a
cov

ahiet,

to find you so low.”

For the frog, with one big jump,

fy

saregs she

cheeks are red as crimson, and

Ere it changed into a cricket.

Aon ny Sm

knew Sow

he

« how well you are looking

it;

But I hadnt long to wait

-

another,

“ Why,Emeline,” Mrs, Feuton exclaimed,

Between
the bars to stick

Fox

for then

would try to be oR

Then I takes.it to the grate,

The

down

all the time until Mr. Truman

began to wish the good WORN

As proved to be a flee.

But he
And
Just as
Come

letting

-

MORNING

and Mrs. Truman was willing to overlook
the last for the sake of the first, so she was

in the

d

An Irish editor says that, ‘“In {he absence
some ton if you just had come right on after
Lucy and me, up the road, as you said you of both editors, the publishers have succeeded in securing the services of a gentleman
would.”
HE
and
:
to edit the paper this week.”
Teddie looked very sober as she went on.
‘And now you can not. have any at all, for
Mend thyself since thou art so willing
Mike has picked the very last, single one he that others should not offend in anything.

him.

His stay mn Canada has

served to give new power to the truth he so forcibly urges and vividly illustrates; bis visits
among us have been fruitful and grateful ; and he
bas done a fitting thing in yielding to the solici-

tation of many friends, and

leaviug this memori-

al volume behind him, now that he goes back to
his Knglish home.
It will be widely read, and it
‘ean not fail to kindle and litt wherever it is allowed to exert its influence. We can hardly do
anything like justice to such a man by quoting
any single paragraph, for a mind so broad and
versatile will hardly be able to symbolize or
mirror itself in any such Jimited area. Aud vet
we venture to extract a brief passage from his

lecture on Daniel.

His

keen,

ready,

forcible

mind £hows itself even in these few words:
Then out speaks a frank and manly worldling,

knowing little and caring less about: religion,
but delighted with Daniel because be is s0 cleyer; almost worshiping the diplomacy which is

astute, and sagacious, and above all, successful.
* Time for thought of eternity. No, and why
should he? His deeds are his best prayers. Surely if ever a man might wake his work his worship, itis he. He is a bruve, trae man, doing a
man’s work in a right manly way,
What needs
he to pray, except perhaps that his own valued
life may not come to a close 100 soon’
Ah! so
you think that the thought of Eternity must par“alyze the effort of Time. You think that your
nature, when a strong man
wears it, may claim
its own place among the- hy
You, to whom
prayer is an _impertinence, and the acknowledgment of sin hypocrisy, alas for you that you are
not in the secret!
Why, this prayer is the explanation.of everything which you admire in the
man, Is he brave?! What makes him so? Because the fear of God has filled his heart so full
that there is no room for the fear of man to get
in.
Does he walk wurily on a giddy bight,
which would make weaker brains dizzy?
Itis
because he knows that the sky is higher than the
mountain,and cherishes in all his ways the humble feeling of dependence and faith. 1s he rigid
and conscientious in the discharge of duty? Itis
because he has learnt; and recollects that: evely

one of us must give account of himself to God.”

Go then, and learn his piety, and Humble thyself
in thy chamber as he does. It will teach thee
higher views of life than thou hast ever realized
yet. Immortality shall burst upon thee, as A merca burst upon Columbus, a new world, flashing
with a new heaven, and thou shalt be shown
that not in stulwart arm nor cunning brain shall
be thy strength, but in quietness and contidence,

and in * the joy of the Lond.”
But we commend our readers to the volume

itself, assuring them that they will find themselves in vital contact with one of those noble

natures whose influenceit is no common blessing to share.~The Publishers, though having
come lately into the field, are exhibiting an ev,
terprise and taste in their work which already
yield grateful results, and give a large promise
for the future. They have given the book supe-

rior mechanical excellences, so that the gems of |

thought have a fit setting.
The same House issues No. 8 of the Half=-Hour
Recreations in Popular

Science, which

1s one of

the most entertaining and suggestive of the series,

pen.

.

=

ANNALS OF A
QUIET NEIGHBORRO
:
George Hscdooti, a D. Soston; O is ¥ Lot,
b/
ver,
NJ
Hi:
G.I,
1878, 16mo. pp. 590,
Bh 900.
THE SEABOARD PARISH. A Sequel Lo * Annals
of a Quiet Neighborhood.” "Same

Publishers, oy 16mo. pp. 624.
Autor 10d
BRANCHES OF PALM. By L. L. author of “Ky
ing Rest.” Same Publishers, 16mo, pp, 334,

GOLDEN

- LiNEs, Same

SUNSET

MOUNTAIN.

Same Publishers,

DAvY’S Jacket.
Elsie’s

Publishers,
By

16mo.

Mm.
pp. 866.

16mo.

E. A.

pp.

Porter.

By HettaL. H. Ward, Miss

Boys and Girls,

Same Publishers.

18-

Same Publishers.

18-

mo. pp. 176.
THE CiTY OF. NOCROSS, and its Famous Physician.
By A.
mo. pp. 267.

L.O.

EK.

THE LADY OF PROVENCE; or, Humbled
Healed. A Tale of the French Revolution.and
Same Author and Publishers. 18mo. pp. 486.
LITTLE WAvIE, The Foundling of Glenderg. By
oom

Temple,

Same

Publishers, | 16mo.

pp.

.

SAILING ORDERS.
FishersLife at Land’s End.
By Mrs. George Gladstone,author of ** Norwegan; JBwries;
ete. Same Publishers. 18mo.

pp.
LARRY CONNOR'S CHARGE.
hid Hates Battles,” Same
pp.

1385.

By the author of
Publishers. 18mo.

The pile of books whose titles are given above
is a goodly ome, whether considered in respect

to

quantity, appenranceor quality,

no poor or even doubtful
The two
telligent
his best.
style, his
sympathy

There

things among

are

them.—

volumes by Macdonald are by. many in
and discriminating readers accounted
They bring out his special felicities of
clear insight into ¢haraeter, his
warm
with whatever is éxcellent and beauti-

ful in life, bis pity for all sufferers, and his high
appreciation of the humble, devout and unselfish
piety that thrives often gmong the poor and Towly,whose daily work tuxes them with duties near
the earth, but whose thoughts and aspirations
keep them in constant fellowship

Much
uy
outMn
sorry

with the skies.

of what is especially Scottish, as well as
is widely and profoundly human, comes
his vivid sketchings, and we should be
for the heart that remair.ed dull or the eyes

that failed fo grow moist as this panorama of lite

unrolled

itself,

With

spebial

emphasis

we

commend these books to the attention of our
readers.—Branches of Palm ‘hardly needs a
special

word

have read

of commendation

its predecessor

Its pictures of nature and
tation of the greut truths

vital facts of Christian’

for

those

who

by the same author.
domestic life, its exalof the gospel and the

experience, its glimpses

of the glory that belongs to the perfect and heavenly state,~all these will help to make it a grateful and inspiring book to thoughtful and devout
readers, while its revelations of life will furnish
constant stimuluand
s zest to the young, ——Gold-

eli Lined'and Sunset Mountain
books

belonging

to the

are two

$1000 Prize

of the

Series, and

they possess all the excellences which one has a
right to look for in the members of that popular

collection. The first takes the form of a Diury,
and the reading of the entries in the journal is a
service that is not all

likely to

or fail to be instructive.

Mrs.

grow wearisome

Porter, who

is

never feeble or wanting in a bigh aim, has
brought out her best qualities in picturing the life

and the natural scenery

which combine to mske

a New England village noticeable, and lend to
its personages, even though fashioned from or-

dinary

clay, an

interest

that is real and endur-

ing.—— Davy’s Jacket isa charming little book
ter the little people, dealing in a very admirable
way with Davy and some other children, who

are so much like the boys and girls that are to be
found in many neighborhoods, that they will

probably be claimed 8s cousinsor intimate acquaintances by neurly all the young readers.

The author shows the working of a happy faculty in portraying both the inner and outer phases
of young life.—The remainder of the bpoks

mentioned are

and dre all very
L. 0. E. hardly

Reprints of English publications,
&gcellent. The two vols. by A.
Need any other commendation

than that given
their authorship, for she,
writes only excelldht things, One of these will

remind one of Buiyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, and
the other brings oft a good deal of information
concerning the
cutions and struggles and
fidelity of the frieny§s of Christ in cne of the

and will most amply repay a careful reading.
First,we have an ESSAY 0X YEAST,PROTOPLASM
AND THE GERM THEORY, by Thomas H. Hux-

stormy periods of
nch history.— Little Wavie is avery touching storyy which will start

by Prof. J. H. Tice.” The discussions deal with

will teach many a boy some of the lessons that
are most needed in life.—~We put our hearty approval upon this whole pile of books, and
hope
to see them going everywhere into families and

ley, F. Ri 8, This is followed by a discussion of
THE RELATIONS BETWEEN MATTER AND FORCE,
some of the latest and most significant phases of
science that have presented themselves,and they
are equally discriminating and popular.
These

Recreations are among the cheice things of their

kind, and can carcely fail to command attention
and secure a liberal patronage,
THE LIFE OF REV. ALFRED COOKMAN; with
some aceountof his father, the Rev. George
Grimstone Cookman. By Henry B. Ridgaway,
D. D. With an introduction by Rev. R.S.

Foster, LL. D.

ers. 1873. 12mo.

New York: Harper & Brothpp. 480,

Mr. Cookman was a ‘Methodist preacher,
whose family connections, ecclesiastical standing, fecvent piety, and impressive personal address helped to give him a considerable local celebrity. He was also quite closely and prominently' identified with
the peculiar views of
sanetification somewhat prevalent in the denom-

ination to which he belonged, and bis own mel=

low

and. gracious

spirit lent no little foree

bis advoeacy of that

special tenét.:

The

to

biogra-

pher’s estimate of him, as a nian of ‘mental pow-

er, seems to us extravagant, and there is what

seems an almost constant struggle to make him
something other and not really better than he

was,

tis rather a laborad eulogy than a dis-

criminating biography, and the subject unintentionally suffers from this treatment, while the
reader’s distrust is awakened and his patience
now and then taxed. The genuinely humaao ele-

ment, even as religion fashions und illumines, it,
seems to us too much crowded out in the attempt

to picture

something

abnormally

extatic.

A

plainer, simpler, calmer and less stilted narrative would have been far better, for we believe
the subject would have both borne and justified
it;—if be would not, the biographer could have
gone elsewhere for occupation and found it,

|
LOVE IN THE NINETEENTHENTURY, A Frag
ment, By Harriet"W. Prégton, author of *¢ As.
- pendale.”
Boston: Reberts
Brothers,
16mo. pp. 163. Sold by E. J. Lune & Co,

1873.

*

wholesome tears ; Sailing Orders is full of the
very odor of the sea and of the spirit of devotion

to the Great Captain; and Larry Connor's story

8, 8. libraries.

:

Nos. 17 and 18 of the NATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA are at hand, completing the work. It makes
a large

octave volume of 1000

pages, and is by

far the most comprehensive trustworthy and valuable thing of the kind ever issued for the same
money. Its information is wonderfully sifted and
condensed without sacrificing clearness, its 700
diagrams and wood-cuts happily illustrate. the
text, and the mechanical excellences are real
and many, Used accordingto its design, it is a
compendium to be prized.—Horaee King, Thompsonville, Conn., is agent for New England,

| INNOCENT

is the latest of the Library of Select Novels, issued by the Harpers, New York.
Of its power and excellence we reed say noth-

ing, extEpt
that it is by Mrs. Oliphant, and is in
all ways worthy of her. Ogtavo, pp. 186.

The proper notice of HARPER'S MAGAZINE for

Aug. was crowded out,
Butdt}s enough to say
that it reaches one of its own higher levels in
appearance and inward qualities. That signifies
an elevated plane.
ARTHUR'S MAGAZINE comes, full as usual of
varied and pleasant reading, high im aim pure in
tone, and dealing with just such topics as at
once interest and. profit the readers who make
up the average home circles of the country.
Tt

deserves a liberal * patronage.~Phila,:
thur & Son,
Ror
i

"Ture NURSERY

is" as beautiful, as bright, as

breezy, as vivacious, and
pictures and in its reading

as takiog, both inits
matfer, as ever, That

is the climax of praise.~Boston:

rey.
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THE MORNING STAR. AUGUST
Orators.

Extemporaneous

of the past :

&

re.

A

was the

\

churchat
West
Waterville, owe their existence
very largely
to their éfforts. They leave a& son
‘and
three Sangh
to mourn their loss, Of

chief gojent, hence walls of stone and hurrush, lines of posts, and bundfes
dles of
i+

be said,—*
their works

a1

ts, are resorted to.

these two

A

tht heavens,

where the
ho

be-

is sport, and every
story. Thus did the

as any of his con
was full of af pot

aI

ipo

8 ‘comparative flavor of Earopean

of their
]

ays

northern

rich feeding grounds of the Thames
ry, where the shells

den- of the

(illnmined by his

become

thin,

estua-

but not

translu-

cent and within of pearly irridescence, is,

despite what is termed a coppery taste, the |

very prince of bivalves, no one who bas
pf outtatifud ‘no ‘midnight sun circles once got rid of his provincial palate will
/
ure
0 thorn At Ble eny.

| In bilant conse val,aboveand theno

lengthening

thorou
int,

ing exhausted and
the notion that he h Ee
watching
his opportunity,
the fruits of his Siady in a
striking eloquence,

, giving color to
on a frolic, and
would
pour forth
strain o off haid moment of

that hardly

" to astonish
his hearers.
was often heard, “What

And the remark
a brilliant man!

What could he not accomplish if he was

in-

ed gentleman and a very popular orator.
He never spoke without commanding the
attention of his hearers, and few men in
Jongress had a higher reputation for brilfant extemporaneous eloquence. But he
ever spoke without the most: ample and

careful preparation. Soon after fe retired
from Congress,he was chosen president of a

physical

ection.

Farthest

college in South Carolina. In his address to the sun sinks again below the horizon,
the students, he said he knew of no such the earth will have traveled in her course
thing as genius. or natural inspiration. “housands of miles toward the regions of
of
Whatever of reputation he had acquired darkness and cold. On the dial-plate
was by dint of constant, untiring labor. heaven the shadow will fall this evening,
He
te
and..bard..work a fractional part of ‘a moment of daylight
solely, He never
spoke in Congress or to will pass” to the féglon of “shadow and
a popular assemblage ‘without arranging gloom. Thus is our, rejoicing over the
what he bad to say, and even premeditating midsummer hours mingied with sadness
his sentences and the precise collocation of for the shorténing days to come. Winged
his words. And he assured his hearers that and voieed are the sweet Summer days.
the only road to pnblic distinction lay Let heart and brain bask in their sunshine;
let us vest under the light of their swift“through the field of study and research,
winged
hours; let us listen to the sweet
Mr. Webster was so thoroughly instructed upon all subjects which came under dis- music of their voiceless words, inviting us
cussion in Congress that he was equal to to repose, strengthening and invigorating
almost any occasion, and rarely needed any body and brain for that earnest, effective
jped JEcparation, And yet he” was not work which puts its mark on character as
abovethe weakness of concealing his stu- plainly as each returning Summer solstice
shows its record on the astronomical caldies, and whence he drew his inspiration.

No man better understood

the weight and

a formidable antagonist;he omitted

no means

that promised to aid him in the contest.
He was accustomed to speak of the master

rection of sound is the foundation of the art

prodwgtion of his life, his celebrated reply
to Hayne, as a sort of casual effort made on
the spur of the moment, without
much

previous consideration.
Probably the two men in public lite

who

could most safely trast to their own resour-

ces and acquirements under all circumstanAdams

and

Mr,

Calhoun.

The endowments of Mr. Cathoun were of a
higher order, and his éreative
power was
superior to-that of Mr. Adams?
the “old
man eloquent,ashe was called, had a mem-

ory so tenacious, and his knowledge was so
extensive and exact, that he

never

He

the most laborious and methodical

man

was
in

Congress, and probably in the country. He
kept a voluminous. diary, in which every
event, incident or gircumstance of the day
was carefully noted down ; and this, with

equipment and his power as an antagonist

that Jrompied the reply of Mr. Clay when
asked when he purposed to renew. the discussion with Mr. Adams on the vexed ques-

tion of the fisheries of the Mississippi, as
connected with the treaty of (zhent. Finding himself getting the worst. of the argument, Mr.
7 closed the consideration of
the matter,so
far as he was concerned, with
the remark that he should drop the subject,
hoping to renew it at some future period
calm

disciission,

when

he expected to show that Mr. Adams was
altogether in the wrong.' Sometime afterwarda friend asked him when he proposed
to re-open the controversy. “Never!” was
his emphatic reply. ‘‘A man must be a born
1 doubt whetiler he was ever mistaken in
his life. And then, if he happens to be in

doubt about anything, he has his inevitible

diary, in which he hasrecorded everything
that has oceurred Since the adoption of the
;

Summer

Solstice.

———
There i$ a motintain
Sweden situated so near
that from its summit
night may be seen the
midnight sun.
Miss

in the north of
the Arctic circle
on a midsummer
phenomenon of the
Bremer has ‘made

of a

romantic story, the incidents of which she
has charmingly interwoven with an excursion to view the interesting sight: Avasaxa
is the name of the; mountain, rising ‘from
the wooded region on the banks of the
Tornea river, the boundary

den and Russia.
when the party

' ‘between

Itidsmidsammer

of travelers

Swe-

evening

reach

the

foot

of the mountain, and climbing to the sumwit to look
upon the 8 lime sight, by
]
many of them never, ohel
before, of FA
sun circling his mighty course above the
horizon instead of sinking

Isis midnight, how,

ler prospect of

beneath it.

over

‘woody darkness

‘on the mountain.

the horizon

The night 188 warm,

calm,

Now

a

ascend

towards
and

here’ :and,

with

the

heaven.’

sublimity of the

scene, and a sense of its exceeding beauty.

The mysterious

mit,

the

earth

hour,

uietly

the

mountain

sleeping

sum-

with its

silent.

.

|

died in
|.

It

es the

* last hoek Sito.

Primary Studi
udies

Common Englist,

Hy:

Instruction on

N)

often

practiced

the dece

while

others,

:

for a moment.

in

which

it moves

in every

direction, and by which it seizes its prey, or
creates in the water

currents

and

utes;

July

22,

aged

44

‘

years

SALLY BUzzEeLL died in Barrington,
aged 84 years and 23 days.

and by which it clings to the rock. Its
mouth is a disk, surrounded by long feelers or tentacles,

Batt]

months.

The base of the sea-anemone, or aclinia,
is a plain surface, which acts as a sucker,

streams

which sweep within their vortex and into its
voracious stomach whatever creature is so
unfortunate as to come within its reach,
They are found of every tint—white, gray,
red, pink, purple, fawn, yellow, orange,

li-

tentacles, thus in this instance making them

and

over 600 pages, only $2.56.

8

hab-

PARTICULAR NOTICE!"

June 22,
Com.

JAMES W. KNIGHT died of dropsy and congestion of the lungs,in Bridgton, Me., June 29,
1878, aged 74 years and '6 months.
The subject
of this notice gave his heart to God more than
forty years ago and was baptized by Rev. George
‘Whitney and united with the F. Baptist church
in
‘Bridgton, of which he remained a worthy |
member till deuth.
He was niild in disposition,
regular in his deportment and eonstant in Chris.
tian duty, which won for bim great esteem
among his fellow citizens and the church.
In
his last sickness he was calm. and peaceful, arranged all his earthly affairs, requested the
writer
to attend his funeral, and died as the.
zood man dieth, Jeaving a wife and three chil.
dren to mourn their loss.
JOHN PINKHAM.

PoLLY TuBBS, wife of Elijah Hedges, died in
Northfield, Vt., Jan. 14, 1872, aged 80 years,
Juris TuBss, wife of Richard Hedges,
April 4, 1872, aged 83 years. They bad

been

members

of the F. B. church.

faithful Christian sisters, * gone home.”
They
left aged companions, whose consolation was
that they too were ¢ almost there.”

from

free.

BROS:,

hoor

Incomplete and inferior

out for

them.

provincial

SUBRARD
y

life Bro. P. became

of God

From oysters keep afur.”

But,

for some

unexplained

reason,

dt |

the

Londonet, disregarding ; orthographical authority, chooses to commence

oyster-eating

in August. He is in error, ‘however.
Oysters spawn in May and June on both
sides

of

the

Atlanti¢,

and

during

that

.
wee
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Cure

for Female Weakness
WITHOUT SUPPORTERS,

Made from amr Indian recipe, entirely
vegetable.
Write for Testimonials and
Cweculan.
Call for Mrs.

AUSTIN, ACADEMY,

Linus Belcher’s Cue. Sold by all Druggists. Price
#1 per bottle, or six pottles for &
MRS. LINUS BELCHER, Randolph, Mass.
W. H. VICKERY, Wholesale and Retail Druggist,
Central St., Dover, N. H., Agent.
3mi8

CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
The Fall Term of teh weeks will commence Tuesday,

and

NEW

Eighth

Rooms

8t.,

Star,

at Enst’

New Market, died
57 years, Early

connected

with

since,

united

“Alton.

Removing

he

the

to

people

New

with

the

eeting,
He enjoyed
religion and religious
service;
and so when the time came for him to
exchange the imperfect service of earth for the
perfect service of heaven, he ‘was found ready

and even anxious for the chunge. He leaves a
wife and four children to mourn their loss. May

WILL

GIVE

since.

She was adevoted and exemplary

wife

rice, $1 per Bottle.

erally.

1y16

Dr. BUTLER'S

This work is well adapted to Sabbath Schools, esBeciall now, as the lessons have been changed from
he Old Testament to the New, It 1s favorably re.
ceived, has had an extensive sale, its instructions
and illustrations are simple and plain, and adapied
to an easy solution of the questions. A discount is
made to Sabbath Schools and others. Orders are
solicited,
;
81
AS MM, PETTENGILL & CO. 10 State
Street, Boston, 37 Park Row, New York, and 701
Chestnut

Street,

Philadelphia,

are

our

procuring advertisements forfour paper

Agents

for

(name men-

tioned) in the above cities, pnd authorized
tract for advertising at our lowest rates.

Yours truly,
8. M. PETTENGQILL

21tf

to

con-

was converted, and entered the Caristiun
try, They labored together for many

Rock-Cork,

Mountain Leather, Fossil

paper, 3 sil-Flax and Earth Flax.
mail, giving

" PARSONSFIELD

10
13122

Devonshire

and

price

H.D.JARVES,

St, Boston,

Mass,

or

rates.

are

and

the

00

Penmaushin, fifteen lessons

50

on WEDNESDAY,

Dec.4, 1872.

WILLIAM H. COTTON, A, B., Principal.
The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, -~
. $400
Common English,
oleate
900
Higher English,
oT
ied weal)
Classical,
+
=.
«
«600
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.

For further particulars address the Principal, or
THOVAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.
Northwood, N, H., Aug. 12, 1872.

WILTON

COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE,

WILTON, TOowA.
!
Commences its Fall Term September 2, 1872.
Catalogues sent to inquirers.
SEMINARY,

This institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful

operation for three years. The coming year promises more enlarged usefulness.
‘The village
of
Evansville is finely located, and few
places
the
West surpass it in point of moral and religious influences.

Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. JacoBs will have charge

partment.

De-

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
a
WINTER
TERM opens Dec. 10,—countinuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8, BRADLEY, A, M., Principal.
VIRGINXA

COLLEGE,

FLRMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to

More New

and

Book's
)

:

Price.

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,

D.

$1.25

Lute Falconer

The J udgols son,

Hester's Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones,
Hours of Christian

1.50

to

$150

125
125
125

Devotion, Tholuck,

Alice Benson's Trials,
The Quiet Hour, Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,

Ruthie Shaw; ory
The Good Girly
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,

in-

sexe¢s) at moderate
Principal,

important

For the Sabbath School.

wilh

facilities of a flrst class

students

peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
i
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

4129

10
’

of the Music

CALENDAR:

WEST

of this institution

|’i»

COLLEGE.

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
“
‘
Ladies,

assistance as may

J. 8. GARDNER,

by the results al1y48

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence

SEMINARY.

Whitestown, N.Y, June 4, 1878,
3

College

For Catalogue apply to
:
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas,
Ridgeville, Ind., May. 9, 1873.

SEMINARY.

to both

Agricultural

term, paymg from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.

DR. MOSES E. SWEAT, Sec’y.

furnished

the

D.D., or the Précepiress,

M.,

Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the

.

Send for Catalogue.

Fue

. EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
Board, per week, in private families,
i
5“
clubs,

open August 25th.
“The en Sigemens is fully Completed; at an expense
‘stitution
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EVANSVILLE

MARCH, North Parsonsfleld, Me.

year

Bent,

Aug. 22, 1873,

The FALL TERM
will commence Tuesday, Aug.
26, gnd continue eleven weeks under the continued
charge of J. LINSCOTT, Principal, Mrs. Kxa Barker,

The 32nd Academical

ashing,

RIDGEVILLE

The next School Year commences August 26, 1878,
Apply for admission and circulars to Miss ABBY

of over $50,000;

specimens

Boarding

The SUMMER TERM will open June 3, and close"

FOR YOUNG LADIES,

. WHITESTOWN

For GOOD
ASBESotherwise known as

nition,

tution, and are much encouraged
ready achieved.

Four terms of

Mass.

healthfulness,

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti-

Nov. 17, 1873.

Principal, Bradford,

surpassed

The Spring Session of the above stitution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signifled their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for-

with eight

For further information addrbss DR. MOSES

MINERALS WANTED.

be

P. 0., Center Co., Pa.

Bradford Academy,

Att

in

not.

President, Rév. J. CALDER,

B.C, BEY

Teasher of Music, with such pt
be needed.

& CO.

Location can

Miss JANE W.

Summer Term begins Monday, April 27, 1874.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 2, 1874.
For further particulars, apply t to the Principal, or
WIS, Sec. Trustees,

H. JOHNSON,

:

CLASSICAL.

Not séctarian,bu¢

noludin,

|

N. H., July 22, 1874.

and
«

Téa Professors and Instructors.

“loses Frida$? Jan. 23, 1874.
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TOS and AMIANTHUS,
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and use or heavier Furniture.
:
:
For Catalogue or further information, address

August 25, 1873,
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Hampton,

on

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
’ eg
only ‘$176 for Colle
Soi of 30 weeks

in manu-

A. M., Principal,

Vacation two

New

INSTITUTE.

thoroughly Christian.

Vacation two weeks.

Commentaryonthe Gospels

3w3l

TERM, of 14 weeks, will commence

*

Fall Term closes Friday, October 31, 1873,
Winter Term

FOSS, Secrefary.

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

&c.

Monday,

to board

President.

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 10, 1874.
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ton.

minisyears,
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begins

C. PEAVEY,
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Complete courses of study jor both SOXes.
;
. H. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R. L., July 10, 1873.
:
4
/

CO.

associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.

For circulars of testimonials, &c., address the sole
Agent, F
K eal
8, Concord, N. H.

and mother,
and beloved by all who knew
her. She married Bro, Lewis
before his conver-

he

TRIAL,

Heart Disease.

Rock-Wood,

sion, and it was through her faittifulness‘that

IT A

A. B. MESERVEY,

MR.

xo

Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1873.

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

IT.

The Heart: Regulator has been recommended by
many physicians, and is allowed by all who know
its value to be just what we claim it—a Cure for

SArAH Lewis died in Waterville, at the resi-

favorably known as & minister of the tipe Bapyears
tist denomination, and who died about

DO

&

Academies,

AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.

D. W.C.D.

dence of her daughter, Mrs, W. L. Leshe, April
25, aged 72 years, Sister Lewis was the widow
of Rev. D.
B. Lewis, who was very Widely und

BE CURED,

of

of the 8

for those wishing

LAPHAM

All orders at Factory on Cocheco Street or by
Mail promptly
attended to. Box 597, Dover, N. H.
Also at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N, H.
Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and warv
ranted.

DR. GRAVES’
HEART REGULATOR

in
in

always had a warm testimony for Jesus, His
pastor never had occasionto go and hunt him
up and inquire why he hud forsaken the prayer-

Grad bless them in their sorrow.

CAN

instructions

|

r. SHEA has had ten years experience
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

wlio do
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and Religigus needs
of the
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SHEA

be

the

and a member

WARREN.

Close to the Heart,

DENNIS

under

Center Strafford, N. H., July 17,1573.

Close to the Musical

forty

can

themselves.

YORK.

Close to the Bible,

1873,

Tuition $3.50 to $5.00.
Board $2.50 to $3.50.

LA PIERRE HOUSE
+ Broadway

‘Aug, 19.

OTIS T. MAXFIELD
class of Bates College.

Pipe can be cut at any time. and branch in two.

Persons

ke doing their Work is hs donk from both teach-

declamation, composition, Greek and Latin p
A
scanning, &¢. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture: The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
:
A, M.JoNEs, See.
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.| SHINE.
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much’ atThe Star

A
wishing obit-

Free Baptist church there and continued a
England, oysters are. worthy working member till death. With him
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Geo, GovEray., Ancien
Naokons. Histo 8 Atpica
y
an
Geometry. Special attention is on to reading,

Pub’s, Phila. and Boston.

they will not decay, but continually
grow harder
and smoother. They have a joint which gives no
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement

not generally eaten till September. With Christian service wus the great business of hie.
Everything else was subservientto it. He was
people living in the eountry, as with us one
of those Christians that every pastor Knows
everywhere in the United States, the old how to appreciate. He was almost ‘invariably
couplet settles the gastronomic law :
found
at
his post im the prayer-room, and
Rh

-

.

Ay

}

.

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The

Send for cir-

Board and room $3 per day. Rooms $1 per day.
5t27
C. B. ORVIS, PROPRIETOR.

RICHARD HEDGES died Sept. 9, aged 87 years.

first organization in this town, and
tached to the people of his choice.

look

“LA PIERRE” THE House to stop at in New York.

Loving,

He wad a member of the ¥. B. church

works are offered,

HIS is a desirable House for business men 01
families, being first class, elegant and central.
Parties who can appreciate a good table will find the

died
long

was a weekly visitor in his family over

Brevity is specially important.” N ot more than a

Market
a few years

All over

iEA

LOCATION:

culars and see proof of the greatést success of
the season. Pocket Companion worth $10.00 mailed

Obituaries,

EBEN M. PHILBRICK, of
Lowell, Mass., April 7, aged

The Oyster.

.

.

-

LJ

LIVINGSTONE 28 yrs. in AFRIGA

GEORGE HODGDON, brother of the above, died

———

uaries published in the Morning

more intent on their

;

1878.

Use of Plano or Organ (ex‘ra),
.
.
2.00
Instruction on Guitar,
.
.
6.00
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
.
oi’ ik
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
.
.
Fh
|
en’s children and students relying
on
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.
N
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

T Ir

:

”

-

Higher Engl
Latin and reék,
French (extra),y-

=| Pay Agents trom $75 to $250
per month, and expenses,
or & commission
from which twice that
amount can be
, Address SEcouB & Co.,
Boston, Mass.;
burgh, Pa;
Roago; n., or
St. Louis,
Mo, |
ht
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Spring Term of 18 weeks, begins Bete 13, 4874
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The new, commodions building, ample in its arOld Established Troy Bell Foundry
rangements, recently erected for the use of the
very active in conference and prixer meetings,
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
But her strongest trait of
ristian character Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the uniwas benevolence.
Meetings were held for years made TROY celebratéd throughout the world, and
versally admired hill scenery
of Vermont. The Lynin the village where she lived, which would
not | which have been made at this establishment during
donville station, én the Passumpsioc railroad, is Dut
the past twenty years) and are now making more ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
have been’, but for her open doors and
generous
annually,
any other foun
in the connaccessible from all Jase of the
ntry, and
heart. The writer, in the early part of his min- bells,
try, for Churches, Academies, Plantations, &c., easily
at the same time removed
from the
activities and
istry, when a student at the Tauuton Academy,
made of genuwme Bell Metal (Copper and ou) Rotemptations
which
tend
to
divert
the
attention
and
found a home
at her house for months free
warMountings, the best in use. All Bells
the morals of the young in our cities.
There are hundreds of acres, along
rock=- ‘| of any charge. Rev. J. Boyd, who attended ranted satisfactory. Large Illustrated Catalogues corrupt
For further particulars, address the Principal at
to
JONISS * Cer
| Lyndon Center, or I.
. SANBORN, Secretary, at
steps and crooked masonry, on hurdles and her funeral, says, “I visited her previous sent free on application
:
ROY,
N. Y. Lyndonville.
death and
found her full of faith,
tiles, over facines and faggots, around toand her
CAUTION.
Beware
of parties claiming to
yndon Center. Vt., 1873.
3
watching
for the call of the Master.” She
huge beams and knot-covered
piles, divid- leaves an aged husband, 'séveral children and manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
Foundry is »oT, and NEVER has been located in
ed into parks
and claires, covered with grandchildren, together with other relatives and
TroY, N.Y. gaid claims are intended to deceive the
NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
G. W. WALLACE.
myriads of oysters of every shape and size, friends, to mourn,
public.
52t5
and furnishing ' employment to more than
The
FALL
TERM begins August 15, 1873.
MRs. D. MARTA HALL, a native of N. Ham
6,000
people.
;
shire, died in West Union, Iowa, June 11, 1873,
LG, JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist
Quaint
Rob. Burns,—not the poet,—once
ants.
.
after a protracted illness,
Com,
30th Theusand in Press. Sale increasing.
The special work of this school is to fit
students for
said he envied twobeings only in the world,
2000 more LIVE AGENTS WANTED for our
SAMUEL HODGDON died in Barrington, June
Lollege, and ible open for Bou Hiv
he Cb!
a wild horse roaming over the pampas, an
20, aged 47 years and 11 months.
ing composed
of only one
a
-

music with his voice,

important period their organization
is
itations, and the soft mist hanging over? changed for the good of their progeny,
the valleys, and slowly
moving in the and their flesh becomes unwholesome. For
two months after spawningstime the flesh
celestial archway, the midnight sun shining in its softest splendor, quiet and pure, is mmpalatable, so that the old notion is
like a watchful eye beaming .with
love, funded on correct observation,
The oyster reproduces when it is three
give the elements of a scene whose loveliyears old, The number of its young is
ness exceeds the wildest dream of fancy.
Such is the midsammer festival of the supposed to vary from 500,000 to 3,000,000
far North, where *‘the god of light him- each oyster. These,at first mere mist, when
self conducts the mighty
solemnity” two weeks old attain the size of mustarddark woods, its still waters, its

Austin,

CALENDAR:

Fall Term of 13 weeks,
Winter Term of 13 a

ew a strong:

F*

only very limited educational advantage $s; but
she possessed a mind of more than common
mental power.
Her house
was a home for
ministers and a
plage for meetings.
She was

newspapers, contented themselves with single square can well be afforded to any single
putting on their hats and buttoning their obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
coats. Mr. Stewart likewise mentions an
exhibition i formerly common in Europe
Lourtsa E., wife of Rev. E. B, Fernald and
where a performer on the stage displayed: daughter of Rev. Volney Elliot, of Bloomfield,
N.
J., died at her father’s residence, July 7, of
the dumb show of singing ‘with his lips and
aged 43 years and 10 months,
In
eyes and gestures, while another person, consumption,
early youth she became a Christian and conscienunseen, supplied the music with his voice. tiously lived her religion to the end. Peacefully
The deception. in this case is found
to be she fell asleep in Jesus. On Sabbath afternoon,
hei, death .on Monday morning, she
80 complete, as to impose upon ‘the nicest preceding
requested her husband to read to her the 103d
ear and quickest eye; but in the Li
ess Ps.,
to which she responded during the reading.
of the entertainment he became distinctly This psalm interprets to her friends her inner
sensible of the imposition, and sometimes life and experiences when near the gates of the
Com.
wondered that he should have misled him heavenly city.

delightful,

and ev
ing is in harmony with ‘the
great festival of nature, Over the
gazers|
comes a feeling of fear and ‘reverential

awe mingled

dows,

thesan

floating cloud obscures its broad disk, and
‘great columnsof smoke

there Mong

oyster-culture

tion in the corner of the coffee-house.
He not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash
declared he seldom failed to see some one equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
rise: to examine the tightness of the win-

Bright,
above the

horizon, gleawding | with a softened. light,
. and casting a purple’ glow. on. the figures
moving about

while he imitated the

rivited the eyes of his audience upon; the
instrument, though every sound they heard
proceéded from his own mouth. He tells
also of another person who imitated the
whis{ling of the wind through a narrow

‘the, boynd-

shines
“without Wehting it up.
but without beams, it stands:

ELIZABETH, wife of Palmer

or

VT.

Miss Brey A. PERKINS, Penmanship.
——
yf

school.
of ventriloquism. If we place ten men in serve as feet, Professor Forbes had an an- years. He suffered much from bodily infirmia row at such a distance from us that they emone which walked upon the sides of a ties for many years, and sinee the death of his
are included in the angle within which we bottle, sticking alternately by its base and companion seemed only waiting and gladly welthe messenger who called him home,
can not judge of the direction of sound, and by its disk. So in the kingdom of nature comed
There is rest for the weary.”
THE NEW
if on a calm day each one of them speak there are flowers that even walk!
Evan
Hepges
died
March
18,
1873,
aged
in succession, we shall not be able, with
SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,
These tentacles are not, however, merely
closed eyes, to determine from which of the arms. They are also fangs. Touch them, 85 years. He was a member of the F. B. church,
Br P. P. BLISS—for 1873—Now Ready.
loved
the
society
of
Christians,
often
attending
ten men any of the sounds proceed, and a sharp, stinging sensation is felt, which public worshipin his advanced years. He wus
we ‘shall be incapable of perceiving that produces in the experimenter only a tem- the last of the generation, the youngest of a 100,000 Copies Sold in Two Months!
there is any difference in the direction of porary inconvenience, but death in the crea- large family who were among the early settlers
A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and
that never “wear out,” for the family worship
the sounds emitted by the two outermost. tures which serve as their prey. Mr. Gosse of the town. His last illness was short, and he tunes
and
prayer meeting. A few pages of practice and pieces
Ifa man and child are placed in the same tore off one of these filaments just as it had peacefully passed away to meet the loved ones suiiable
Jor Saturday afternoon «nd concert occa
H. 8.
sions.
angle, and if the man speaks with the ac- seized a little fish, bug the captive only on the other side.
PRICE, SINGLE, 35 CENTS. PER DOZEN, $3.60.
cent of the child,’ without any correspond- struggled feebly, and soon relaxed all effort.
A single specimen copy of
ing motion in his mouth and face, we shall Mr. Holland has seen a young mackerel
necessarily believe that his voice comes roll over upon its side and die from merely
SUNSHINE
from the child,—nay,
if the child is so dis- having touched one of these beautiful but
Sent by mail on receipt of 30.cents by the Publishers.
tant from the man that the voice -actually dangerous flowers of the sea,
appears to usto come from the man, we
JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
The anemone has an insatiable appetite.
continue to believe that the child is the Unfortunate glutton ! It is often unable to
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
speaker; and this conviction would acquire retain what it has eaten. Sometimes the
additional strength if the child favored the prey, after it has been swallowed, escapes
deception by accommodating its features from the stomach. Sometimes it is seized
Deep Feeling,
and gestures to the words spoken by the and carried off by a stronger arm. A shrimp
Intense Melodies.
man,
1y4d
which has seen the prey devoured from a
The ventriloquist utters the sonnd with distince will throw itself upon the anemone,
the effect it would have upon the hearer’s and audaciously wrest his booty from him,
ear if it had really traversed the distance he and, to his great chagrin, devour it before
designs it to, represent, reducing its loud- his eyes. Even when the savory morsel has
ness, softening
somewhat its quality or been swallowed, the shrimp; by a great eftone, and if it is in ‘words, obscuring a lit- fort, succeeds in drawing it back again from
tle the consonant sounds while retaining the stomach. Seating itself apon the exunaltered the pitch and duration. In do- tenided disk of the anemone; with its small
ing this he modifies the toues of his voice feet it prevents the approach of the tentaby varying the position of the tongue and cles, and, at the same time, inserts its claws
THE
DOVER
soft palate, dilating or contracting the into the digestive cavity and seizes food. In
mouth or pharynx, and either dividing the vain does the pilfered anemone endeavor
buceal and pharyngeal oavitics into sever- to contract and close its mouth—it is useaa Notice CHAPEL EDITION, ot the Hymns and
al compartments or throwing them into less. The vagabond crustacean
generally Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the ¢ Hymns only.”
one.
Manufactured of Hydranlic Cement, for
comes off victorious; but sometimes the
Mr. Dugald Stewart, in some
remarks conflict becomes serious when the anemone
Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET. Address,
upon the subject of ventriloguism, has is strong and robust, the aggressor is reDrains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.
A. S. BARNE & COMPANY,
stated several cases in which deceptions pelled, and the shrimp runs the risk of supTHE BEST ARTICLE YET INTRODUCED.
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.
were very perfect. He mentions having plementing the repast of his victim.— Harpeow30t24
For
House Drains, Town and City Sewers, &c.,
seena
person who, by counterfeiting
the er's Magazine.
Railroad Culverts, Well Curbing, and Chimneys,
gesticulations of a performer qu a violin,
they are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
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fool who voluntarily engages im a controversy with-Mr. Adams on a question of fact.

Federak Constitution,

was

8. PRESCOTT:

or part cash,

SUN- | goons | SUNSHINE.
SHINE.

his habits of industry, made him a very doc-

tor in all matters of controversy and argument. It was a knowledge of his complete

more favorable for

end

A.

cash,

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

seemed

to need any special preparation.

The

of what

lac, azure, green. There is one beautiful
species with violet tentacles pointed with
white ; another with red tentacles speckled
with gray; a third spreads-out green arms
edged with a circle of dead white.
The anemone, unlike’ the polyp of the
coral, has power of locomotion, though its
endar.— Providence Journal, June 21.
progress is very slow. When it wishes to
change its place,by an impereeptible action,
Ventriloquism, it stretches forward one side of its base,
—
Pe
gradually drawing in the opposite. SomeThe uncertainty with regard to the di- times it draws itself along by means of its

value of languase than
Mr. Webster, and
what he said was always marked by ‘precision and perspicuity ; but when coping with

Mr,

convinced

to the North this day roll the chariot
wheels.of the sun, highest in the heavéns
reaches his meridian course, and farthest
to the North sink his descending wheels,
Morning twilight and evening twilight
linger longest over the landscape, while
the dominion of darkness has her shortest
SWAY.
|- The sun reaches his greatest northern
declination at fifty-six minutes after three
this afternoon, entering the sigu Cancer, an oyster on a rock in the ocean; *‘ the:
and inaugurating the Summer solstice. having no wish it could not gratify,
But even while we celebrate the advent of other no fearit could not dispel.”
midsummer, the supreme moment passes,
inexorable time claims his own. Before
The Sea-anemone.

ever fail

dustrious and regular in his habits !”
Mr. Preston, for some time Mr. Calhoun’s
colleague in the Senate, was an accomplish-

ces, were

To be

Her

prices for

everywhere,
e
fe-

united with the first Freewill Baptist ‘church in
Taunton about60 years
0, She had enjoyed |

is capable of accomplishing, one needs but
to visit the grand old town of Rochelle and
see the oyster-farms which are the pride
of its harbor. A small boat, deftly padAvasaxa and all
mountains in the same dled by skilled hands, takes the visitor out
latitude,
parties may gather, like the one to large masses of rock. Leaning over the
alluded, to witness his tafrail and scanning the depths lighted up
to which we have
mysterious midnight presence.
In our by a southern sun, a sight not easily deown part of the earth it is the supreme scribed and never forgotten, meets the eye.

the crimson of
blends together:
ming. But this very night of the Summer solstice the sun will not. set to all
wellers within the aretic circle; and on

hope.
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seed, and when three months old, have
grown as large
as peas. They continue
growing for more than two years. In oyster culture, to arrest the drifting spat is the
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- From the*‘Recollections of an old Stager,"
in Harper's Magazine for July, we clip the
following off-hand sketches of some ors

and earnestly and
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Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnuy Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
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trains
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The cholera has caused
Vienna,
occurred

as

two

!

and

Bates College in honor of its first and principal
benefactor, Benjamin Edward Bates, of ‘Boston,
Massachusetts, and now located in Lewiston,

cases

were approved, and President McMahon’s message of prorogation was received.
Towa, in the vicinity of Sioux City, is threat-

to Persia

and elsewhere has begun.

The recent losses by the depression in the tea
trade at New York are estimated as high as
$6,000,000.

Templars to establish lodges in Prussia,

The Pope received and addressed a number of
newly nominated bishops, Wednesday.

-Accounts from the Newfoundland
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notice being given of the time and place.
SEC. 14. The act approved February fourteen, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, entitled

partments and schoolsas they may elect; they

months, is 34,416

and

mentioned

FACULTY.
Rev. R. H. Tozer, A.

and special meetings may be calledby the Pres-

degrees as are usually conferred by colleges or

last six

regulations, laws and by-laws adopted
in force under the said act not inconsisttke provisions of this act, shall continue
until altered or annulled by the said

preceding the

shall choose the treasurer of the College, and all

fad
aon of four having been recom- | Including 12,000 from
China and Japan.
mended by the Attorney-General.
By a very unfortunate oversight everythingf|
nder in a quarrel at Newark,

ex-

granted to the corpora-

and Trustees aforesaid shall be held

rules and regulations, puss such laws and bylaws, the same not being repugnant to the laws
of thiy State,
as they may
deem exp edien
for the management of their affairs, and for the
proper discipline, order, and general prosperity
of said College; they shall have power to establish in said College such courses of study, de-

are, all of whom were grandchildren of de imap,

:

All powers

President and Trustees

iston aforesaid.

coast of Maine discovered a school of forty schol-

pactial | routes of travel, in the

con

in the manner provided in this act.
Sec. 13. The annual meeting of the President

College may require to be sold and conveyed.
Sec. 3. All property and estate, real or personal,or both, which may at any time by gift,
grant, bequest,
purchase or otherwise, come
to the possession of the said corporation, shall

* P| tons.

have

finally in joint

ourteen, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight; and” |

at law, to have and use a common seal and to
change the same at pleasure,to take and hold
for the objeets of their
‘association by gift, grant,
bequest,
purchase
or otherwise, any
estate,
real or personal, or both, the annual income of
which shall not exceed two hundred thousand
dollars, and to sell and convey any estate, real
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College and such other members of the corporation as may be dé®med necessary, to whom full
power may be delegatedto act for and in behalf
of the corporation from one annual meeting to
another.

pan
California will raise 1500 tons of flax-seed this es “shall Ti poll oneny
present libellant claims $200,000 damages, $1000
a month alimony while the suit is pending and | Year. The crop of the state last year was 2000 | pleasure; they shall have power to confer such

$20,000 for counsel fees,

CENTER,

ecutive Board, consisting of the President of the

or personal, or both, which the interests of said

sets itself

to one

of Bates

shall have power to prosecute

Some of the gold quartz brought from Sitka to
Portland, Oregon, proved to be quite rich.

on the road and robbed of $3000, Sunday.

The complaint and afidavits in the suit of

WATERBURY

consent be

vention.
Spe. 10.

corporation under the name of the President and

The new capitol of Iowa willbe built of
nesota granite and will cost $2,000,000.

They are described as accomplished women.
Fhe Colfax and Grass Valley stage was stop-

unanimous

College ” shall continue vested in the said President and Trustees as mentioned in this act.
SEC. 12. This act shall not affect the tenure
of office of any person holding any office or appointment under the said act approved Februarg--

A new department is about to be added to the
Syracuse University, to be known as the department of art.

cal studies in that city have arrived at New
York
nearly moneyless and wanting something
to do.

‘ped

plesiosaurus

_ Hetchy-Hetchy Valley

young

by

he said President, Fellows and Overseers, their
successors and associates are hereby constituted a

arrived at
but quietly,

to the Yosemite.

Russian women who were driven from Zurich
by order of the Czar while pursuing their medi-

may

and acted upon:

tion in section seven of the act approved February fourteen, eighteen hundred amd sixty-eight,

Vigilance committeesin southern Indiana have
hung seventeen men in three years.

covery of ‘whose crimes caused such a sensatio
n
several waeks ago, has been arrested at Provo,
Utah.

Dore, Arthur Given, junior

Treasurer,

considered

W. Howe, George D. Vittum, Moses H. Tarbox, Azael Lovejoy, Charles 8. Perkins, . and

Paragraphs.
A fossil
braska.

the

gin, Cyrus H. Latham, Joseph 8. Burgess,
George W. Bean, Charles F. Penney, George

The insurgents at Cartagena, Spain, have appointed a provisional government for the province of Mucia. The rebel men-of-war are before Almeria, threatening the city with bombard.
ment unless it pays tribute.
An engagement is
reported,in which a band of Carlists were driven
from the town of Marendez.

Ex-

:

shall deem

their. successors as a Board of Overseers; and- entitled, * An act to amend the charter of Bates

The governor-general of Canada
Halifax, Tuesday, and was formally
received yesterday.

no

of

man, Atwood B. Meservey, Ethnan W. Porter,
Jason Mariner, Benjamin J. Cole, Charles A
Mooers, John D. Philbrick, DeWitt C. Dur-

so completely destroyed that not even fodder for

der to cover the Vogt case.
from

Sylvester, Benjamin

the cattle is obtainable.

of criminals, and will be made retroactive, in or-

and government

Howard W. Littlefield, George 1. Day, William
H, Bolster, Joseph W. Perkins, Levi W. Gil-

A revolution is skid to be imminent in the
state of Nueva Leon, Mexico, owing to the bitterness
of party feeling.
Jamaica is suffering from drought, the like of
which has not been experienced for a great
many years. In'some places the vegetation is

James Green, a fisherman, while hauling a
seine in Chester River across Chesapeake Bay

despatch

fishery are

encouraging, especially from Labrador.

A surveying party just arrived at Yankton,
Dakota, reports that they were fired into by a
band of Yankton Sioux, who oppose the surveying of their land.

property

in any

expedient; and no act, vote or order of said
Board of Fellows shall have any effect or validity without the concurrence of the said Board
of Overseers: Provided, that the said Board of
Fellows shall have the special powers mentioned
in section six of this act without such concurrence. And provided further, that degrees may
be conferred im: joint convention of the two
Boards; and that any matters eontained in the
addresses of the President: and in the reports of

Abisl M. Jones,Alonzo Garcelon, John A. Lowell, Nelson Dingley, junior, Isaae D, Stewart
William B. Wood, Enoch W. Page, George F.
Fabyan, Henry Williamson, Horace R. Cheney,
Albert H. Heath,and their successors as a Board
of Fellows; and in Samuel Farnham, Bradbury

Bismark has granted permission to the Good

of the death of Dr. William
Intelligence
Jamison, botanist, at Quito, Ecuador, on the 21st
of last month is just received.

The

Green Mountain Seminary,

shall

or nom-concur

to or such original actions as they

said College shall’ be vested in Oren B. Cheney, and in his each and every successor as Presdent; in Ebenezer
Knowlton,
Benjamin, E.
Bates, "James G. Blaine,
Dexter
Waterman,

General Kaufmann report tranquility in Khiva.

The transportation of liberated slaves

ened with a plague of grasshoppers.
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The said Board of Overseers
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to the Board of Fellows such amendments there-
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act, vote or order of the said Board of Fellows,
and to propose to the President of the College, or

remain established there under the same name,
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SECTION 1. ' The institutionof learning called

mortality at

Great Britain declines to exchange postal cards
with this government on thie ground that it is

In the French Assembly, yesterday, commer
cial treaties with Great Britian and Belgium
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which furnishes a fine harbor, suitable for a coaling and naval station.
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